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1. INTRODUCTION

The Transportation Systems Center (TSC) has been involved

since July 1970 ii an effort to improve the performance and opera-

tion of the Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS) in

support of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Both the

present Second Generation Air Traffic Control System and the

semiautomated Third Generation System now being implemented by the

FAA depend primarily on the ATCRBS to provide information for air

traffic controllers about the position and identification of

transponder-equipped aircraft. The ATCRBS makes possible automatic

reporting and display of aircraft altitude and identity for either

the en route [National Airspace System (NAS)] or terminal

[Automated Radar Terminal System (ARTS)] portion of the Third

Generation ATC System. This automatic reporting capability is

essential for the efficient operation of the Third Generation

System, whose objective is to provide safer and faster ATC services

despite increasing air traffic density. (Since many descriptions

of the ATCRBS, its problems, and potential solutions to those

problems have appeared in the literature, a system description is

not included in this document. Readers unfamiliar with the opera-

tion of the ATCRBS are encouraged to read the article by Ashley*

and to consult the extensive bibliography contained thereirn for

supplementary background material.)

One of TSC's initial contributions to the solution of problems

[ encountered in the daily operation of ATCRBS consisted of the

[ design and implementation of a computer Simulation of the Air

F Traffic Control Radar Beacon System (SOAR),.which was conceived as

a means of analyzing system problems and testing solutions to them.

The power of SOAR was quickly recognized, however, to encompass

Ashley et al., "System Capability of Air Traffic Control Radar
Beacon System," Appendix E-S, Report of Department of Transporta-
tion Air Traffic Control Advisory Committee, Vol. 2, Appendixes,
December 1969.
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not only the present and improved beacon systems, but also the pro-

posed Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) that would evolve from

ATCRBS. As a result, TSC was asked in 1972 to modify SOAR for

investigation of several phenomena of interest to the FAA and to

the MIT Lincoln Laboratory in the development of DABS.

This publication documents SOAR and its application to the
investigation of DABS as noted in the following brief summary:

a. Section 2 contains a general description of SOAR and its

logicr! flow.

b. Section 3 presents in detail the transponder model

originally developed for SOAR.

c. Section 4 discusses the DABS investigations undertaken,

the simulation modifications involved, and the numerical results

achieved.

d. Section 5 states the conclusions of the investigations.

e. Appendix A contains a technical developmeit of the

transponder reply rate limit control model.

f. Appendices B and C contain listings of the computer pro-

grams used to obtain numerical results for the investigation of

two DABS phenomena.

g. Appendix D provides definitions of parameters used in

tables B-i and C-1.

1-2



2. DESCRIPTION OF SOAR

2.1 GENERAL BACKGROUND

The Transportation Systems Center (TSC) has conceived, de-

signed, and implemented a simulation model, SOAR, -qhich deals with

situations similar to those experienced in real timt by the ATCRBS.

The model accepts simulated inputs analogous to real-time air

traffic situations and ground interrogator environments, and,

after processing them through the simulation system components,

provides outputs which are determined by the various inputs. The

outputs thus obtained contain data which, on analysis and inter-

pretation, suggest the means for solving problems which are in-

herent in the ATCRBS and which are introduced Into the model as

parametric inputs. The computer program for SOAR is written in

FORTRAN [CDC (Control Data Corporation) 6600 Extended FORTRAN,

Version 3.0], which provides for flexibility, detail, and con-

venience.

2.2 BASIC OPERATION OF SOAR

a. The simulation model is designed to investigate conditions
consistent with Lctual conditions at a typical ATCRBS site. Thus,

the simulation model considers operations involving many inter-

rogators and transponders within a given area (e.g., the terminal

area), a number of different types of antennas, ground receiver

equipment, target processors, and actual aircraft and interrogator

characteristics. The operations, which include transmissions and

replies from the numerous interrogators and transponders respec-

tively, all occur within an interval of time known as a simulation

cycle. This cycle represents the length of time between successive

interrogations from the interrogator of interest, the interroga-

tor to which all transponder replies are assumed co return. For a

typical case, in which an interrogator transmits pulses to a trans-

ponder at a rate of 400 interrogations per second, a simulation

cycle is equivalent to an interrogation repetition period of 2.5

N milliseconds.
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b. Operation of the simulation model is based on the follow-

ing factors:

(1) Restriction of all transmissions and replies from

interrogators and transponders to the time interval

within the simulation cycle

(2) Simultaneous incrementing of antenna rotation for

each interrogator at the beginning of each simulation

cycle

(3) Selection of one of the interrcgators as the interro-

gator of interest, i.e., the one which records on its

display the effects of transponder replies to its own

interrogation as well as transponder replies elicited by

-I other interrogators
(4) Storage and final tabulation of data from the displays

-caused by interrogations and replies from all the other

interrogators and all the transponders.

c. At the beginning of a simulation cycle, all the antennas

at the respective interrogators are rotated by an incremental

amount from their previous position. From this point in time

until the end of the simulation cycle, all aircraft and interroga-

tors remain motionless. During the interval, interrogation pulses

are sent out from the interrogator of interest and from the other

interrogators (as determined by program logic), and transponder

replies are indicated on the display of the interrogator of inter-

est. (Only indications on the display of the interrogator of

interest are considered.) The replies from the respective trans-

ponders are valid only for the interrogations sent out by the

interrogrtor of interest. Nevertheless, transponder replies and

suppressions caused by all other interrogators in the area of

concern are also tabulated and ordered in a manner suitable for

evaluation. (The latter transponder replies are valid for the

interrogators which triggered them. With respect to the interro-

gator of interest, however, they constitute spurious replies which

cause beacon interfeience.)

2-2



2.3 BLOCK DIAGRAM DISCUSSION OF SOAR

2.3.1 General Structure

The simulation model functions in accordance with the event

sequence indicated in the block diagram of figure 2-1. Except for

the establishment of initial conditions and the operations inherent

to the input, all the other operations involved in the simulation

are performed within the simulation cycle interval (defined in para-

graph 2.2.a). Initial conditions are established, inputs are applied

to the simulation model, and the events constituting the simulation

cycle are sequenced as described in the following paragraphs.

r-, 2.3.2 Inp~ut

EI The input portion of the simulation model has initial condi-

tions read in as program data, typical of which are the following:

a. Characteristics of all ground interrogators

b. Characteristics of horizontal and vertical radiation

patterns of directional and omnidirectional antennas

c. Position and attitude of all aircraft as functions of

time

d. Transponder parameters

e. Defruiter gate length

f. Target detection criteria

g. Display characteristics.

Data and signal inputs are processed through the simulation system

components to provide the outputs related to the OUTPUT block of

figure 2-1.

2.3.3 State Update

The state update operation begins the simulation cycle. At

0 the beginning of a simulation run, the input data referred to in

paragraph 2.3.2 provide the initial conditions on which the first

simulation cycle loop operation (figure 2-1) is based. On com-

pletion of the first loop operation, coincident with completion of

2-3
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the first simulation cycle, the output portion of the loop feeds

back information to the state update portion, causing the succeed-

ing simulation cycle to be initiated. Successive loop operations

follow until the simulation run is completed. During the state

update interval, at the beginning of a simulation cycle, a time

counter is incremented. In addition, the pointing directions of

all interrogator antennas are incremented, and the position and

attitude of each aircraft are updated in accordance with the
k specified flight profile of the aircraft. Each interrogator

antenna, which has been initially set to an arbitrary azimuth

angle, is rotated by an increment according to its rotation rate.

The state of each aircraft can be kept as it was for the initial

input, or it can be modified at an arbitrarily selected number of

updating times. The motion of an aircraft in a few milliseconds

will not materially affect the system output of the simulation

model. Therefore, instead of providing an update at every simula-
D tion cycle, and hence at every sweep, the simulation model user can

choose an update interval equal to an integral number of sweeps.

[A sweep refers to an interrogation repetition period. Therefore,

for a moderate number of updates, say 20, and for an interrogation

repetition frequency of 400 interrogations per second (or 2.5-

millisecond interrogation repetition perii), the .jpdate interval

will be 50 milliseconds. This interval will not greatly affect

the changing position and attitude of the aircraft. At the same

time, relaxing of the updating frequency requirement helps to save

computer processing time for the simulation run.]

2.3.4 Link Calculations

a. The next step in the processing of inputs to the simula-

tion model involves determination of the parameters which describe

the propagation of pulses between ground-site interrogators and

aircraft transponders. The following parameters are computed in

this portion of the processing:

(1) Signal propagation time between each interrogator

and each aircraft

2-S



(2) Power attenuation of interrogator pulses (P1 and P3)

due to the vertical radiation pattern of the interrogator

antenna

(3) Attenuation of SLS (side-lobe suppression) pulses

(P2 ) due to the radiation pattern of the omnidirectional
antenna

(4) Attenuation of all pulses due to free space loss and

Rto the radiation pattern of the aircraft antenna.

b. The link calculation function can be bypassed under the

following conditions:

(1) The state of an aircraft is not updated for one or

more sweeps.

(2) The effect of interrogator pulse attenuation due to

horizontal rotation of the interrogator directional

antenna (during the non-updated sweep period) is accounted

for in a subsequent part of the simulation program.

The following discussion provides additional data on these criteria.

c. During a non-updated sweep interval, the elevation angle
of the interrogator directional antenna will remain fixed, and the

aircraft transponder will stay fixed with respect to both the

ground and its position in the previous simulation cycle. There-

fore, the strength of signal contributed to the transponder by the

interrogator beacon antennas, omnidirectional and directional, is

constant for the conditions stated.

d. If only the above parameters were involved, the link

calculation portion of the simulation program could be bypassed

from the state update to the interrogation section of the program
without further consideration of other parameters. However, during

every sweep the interrogator directional antenna rotates in a

horizontal plane. The directional signals transmitted to the

transponder are therefore attenuated with change in position be-

tween the transponder and the center line of the transmitted

directional beam.

2-6



e. Even with this antenna rotation parameter, the link cal-

culation function can still be bypassed, for a non-updated sweep

interval, from the state update to the interrogation section.

This can be done by computing, for every sweep, the attenuation of

the P1 - P3 pulses due to the horizontal radiation pattern of the

rotating antenna. The computation will be accomplished in the

interrogation portion of the simulation program.

2.3.S Interrogation

a. The interrogation process consists of determining the

time and mode of all interrogations that occur during the present

simulation cycle, and the time of arrival and power of each inter-

rogation pulse at each transponder. This process is performed

serially with the transponder operation process to minimize

storage of interrogation data. Thus, the effect of all interroga-

tors on one transponder is comptted, and the resulting transponder

replies are stored. (Th, number of replies is considerably fewer

than the number of interrogation pulses received.) The time of

arrival and power of interrogation pulses at each of the other

aircraft are then computed in sequence.

b. The determination of time'of arrival of interrogation

pulses is a complex process because of the many combinations of

pulses that may fall into a particular simulation cycle. In the

interrogation portion of the program, time of interrogation is

defined as the time of transmission of a P3 pulse. Time of arrival

at a transponder is therefore the time of transmission plus pro-
pagation; time. Any pulse transmitted by an interrogator during the

present simulation cycle is assumed to arriv,! at a transponder

between the time it is transmitted and 25 microseconds before the

end of the next simulation cycle. Thus, an interrogation near the

end of the present simulation cycle still has sufficient time to

reach an aircraft more than two hundred nautical miles away. The

response of such an aircraft is processed during the next simula-

tion cycle, since uplink pulse arrival times (and corresponding

pulse powers) which occur within the 25-microsecond interval before

the end of the present simulation cycle are saved.

2-7
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c. Any interrogation whose individual pulses occur before

and after the time at which pulses are saved for the next simula-

tion cycle is fully accounted for. It is this feature which in-
volves significant complexity in the interrogation section of SOAR.

As shown in figure 2-2, three uplink pulses can arrive at a trans-

ponder in such a way that they fall into separate simulation

cycles. furthermore, two interrogations from a site with a higher
Ainterrogation rate than that of the interrogator of interest may

arrive during a single simulation cycle, while no interrogations

may arrive during the cycle from a site with a lower rate. The

number of interrogation pulses even further complicates the pro-

cess, since the use of improved SLS, normal SLS, or no SLS can
result in the detection of the following interrogation sets:

(P1 , P3), (P1 , P2 , P3), (P2), (PI, P2), (no pulse).

d. After time of arrival and power of all received interro-

gation pulses are determined for a transponder, the downlink pulse

power that would be received by both directional and orinidirec-

tional (for the receiver SLS option) antennas at the interrogator

of interest is computed and stored. Uplink pulses are ordered

chronologically, and the transponder operation portion of SOAR

begins its operation.

2.3.6 Transponder Operation

2.3.6.1 Transponder Inputs. As the generated interrogation pulses

enter the simulated transponder, they are processed in a manner

which, with appropriate choice of transponder parameters, will

satisfy the U.S. National Standard.* The following parameters,

discussed in paragraph 2.3.S with respect to the interrogation

section of the program, form the basic inputs to the transponder:

a. Numbc-r of pulses, an alphanumeric representation of

pulses arriving at the transponder during the present

simuilation cycle

U.S. National Standard for the IFF Mark X (SIF) Air Traffic

Control Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS) Characteristics, Order
No. 1010.51A.
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b. Time of arrival of each of the pulses referred to in
item a, expressed as the number of seconds from the
zero reference start time of the simulation

c. Power in the pulses expressed in dB with respect to a
one-milliwatt reference. (These parameters are also
discussed in greater detail in paragraph 3.5 of
Section 3.)

2.3.6.2 Characteristics. Transponder dead time after a reply
and suppression time after a valid P -P2 pair can be specified
independently for each transponder. Desensitization occurs on
receipt of every pulse (echo suppression) and when reply rate or
suppression rate exceeds a specified level. (Additional detpils
are provided in Section 3 on transponder dead time, suppression
time, decoding, and desensitization.) Although the transponder
model is designed nominally to reply to either mode A or mode C
interrogations, it can be modified to reply to any combination of
modes.

2.3.6.3 Types of Decoding. Two types of transponder decoding
circuits can be selected:

a. Active, or Gate Type, Decoder. This decoder, on
receipt of any pulse, waits for a potential P3 pulse to be detected,3
by the transponder receiver. When a P3 pulse is properly detected,

the decoder circuit triggers a coder which, in turn, provides coded
pulses to the transponder transmitter for transmission of replies
to the ground-site receiver. If, at an anticipated time after
receipt of the initial pulse, a P3 pulse is not detected, the
decoder looks for another potential P1 pulse. When a random single
noise pulse or P2 pulse is detected, the active decoder hangs up
for 21 microseconds looking for a P3 pulse, after which it looks
for a potential P1 pulse.

b. Passive, or Delay-Lino, Decoder. This decoder looks
for PI-P 2 or PI-P 3 pairs, and processes the first such pair detected.
The passive decoder receives serially a set of pulses (Pl-P 2 or
PI-P 3 pulse-pairs), which are applied simultaneously as inputs to a
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delay line and an AND gate. One pulse of the pulse-pair enters
the delay line (and the AND gate) and experiences a delay corre-

sponding to the time separation between the two pulses of the
pulse-pair. This delayed pulse is then transferred from the delay

line as one input to the AND gate. At a later time corresponding

to the same time separation mentioned above, the second pulse of

the pulse-pair is applied to the delay line and to the AND gate.

The AND gate therefore receives both inputs to it at the same

instant, and coincidence is established. With coincidence, the AND
gate provides an output which triggers the transponder to reply to

the ground-site interrogator. (A single noise pulse will not
establish coincidence at the inputs of an AND gate. Since the pulse-

pair criterion is not met, the decoder will not provide an output.)

2.3.7 Defruiting and Bracket Decoding

a. Before the reply pulses generated by the SOAR transponder
are processed further (i.e., in the elapsed time between the start

of the present simulation cycle and the arrival of each reply

pulse), they are ordered chronologically. Each reply pulse is

then passed to the defruiter section. A reply pulse is considered

valid (not fruit) if, within a certain tolerance, it arrives with
the same elapsed time, and hence, with the same range, as another

pulse on the previous sweep of the same mode. Otherwise, it is

eliminated as fruit from further processing if the defruiter switch

is on. The defruiter tolerance (also aperture or gate) can be

specified arbitrarily by the user; one microsecond is a normal

tolerance for most defruiterc . Modes 1, 2, A, and C are all
processed by the SOAR defruiter.

b. The model contains a fruit counter which registers all

replies regarded as fruit by the interrogator/receiver of interest.

The defruiter can be switched on or off, but, whether on or off,

it permits transponder "reply pulses to be routed through it to

drive the fruit counter. The distinguishing feature between the
switching states is that when the defruiter is switched off, all

the reply pulses must be processed. When the defruiter is switched

on, it removes the fruit pulses from further processing, and passes

2-11
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them on to the fruit counter. The fruit counter also includes the

pulses consisting of the first hit on each mode for a valid target.

The fruit pulse count divided by two provides the number of fruit

brackets.

c. When the defruiter action is completed, those pulses that

remain enter the bracket decvder. Any pair, or bracket, separated

by 20.3 microseconds (+0.1 microsecond) is treated as a valid reply

(whether or not it comes from a valid target). This reply is used

to compute a reply range for subsequent processing and output.

(Th reply range is the speed of light multiplied by one-half the

elapsed time between main interrogation and receipt of the first

framing pulse. Transponder delay time, approximately three micro-

seconds, is subtracted from the round-trip time.) Since the
bracket decoder begins with the first pulse of the chronologically
ordered reply time array, the reply range array is formed auto-

matically by the bracket decoder in order of increasing range.

Overlapping brackets are decoded as proper targets, since there is

no pulse width, signal phase, or information pulse to rause garble.

Potential garble situations and instances of pulse-train inter-

leaving can be flagged, however, by checking the relative positions

of adjacent bracket pulses.

2.3.8 Target Detection

Up to three target detectors may be selected to process the

beacon repiy data generated by the bracket decoder. The target

detectors include those portions of the Common Digitizer (CD),

ARTS (Automated Radar Terminal System) III, and TPX-42 responsible

for beacon target declaration, but not for tracking. Any combina-

tion, including all three, of the target detectors may be chosen

to operate on the same video information, thus allowing for a

direct comparison among them.

2.3.8.1 Common Digitizer (CD)

a. During any simulation cycle, the CD processes replies

only if a mode A interrogation was transmitted to begin the cycle;

otherwise, CD processing is bypassed for that sweep. If CD
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processing is initiated, antenna azimuth is converted to azimuth

change pulses (ACPs - 4096 per revolution), and reply range is

truncated to 0.25 - nautical-mile accuracy. (A range-accuracy flag

is also set to allow 0.12S-nautical-mile accuracy in the final

indication of target range.)

b. A;, array of 1024 computer words, each of which repre-

sents a quarter-nautical-mile range (range bin), contains the

history of replies received from 0 to 256 nautical miles away.

Although actual CD hardware records only the past eleven mode A

sweeps, SOAR's simulated CD can record an arbitrary number of

sweeps. This number of sweeps is referred to as the length of a

sliding window. Each time a reply is received, the computer word

corresponding to the range bin of the reply is shifted left one

place, and a I is entered in the rightmost bit position; informa-

tion to the left of the eleventh bit (from the right) in the CD,

or an arbitrary bit in SOAR, is shifted out of the sliding window
and is lost. For each range bin in which no reply is received

during a mode A sweep, an identical shift occurs, but a 0 is

entered in the rightmost bit position. Thus, a I in the sliding

window indicates a hit, while a 0 represents a miss.

c. When the number of hits in a particular sliding

window equals a leading edge threshold, TL, selected by the user,

then a leading edge flag is set (if it was not set previously)

to indicate the start of a potential target in the range bin in

question. Antenna azimuth (in ACPs) is also stored when the

leading edge flag is set, i.e., when leading edge is declared;

this azimuth is referred to as azimuth at target start. If an up-

date of a range bin results in a number of hits. in the sliding

windcw, which equals or exceeds T and if the leading edge flag

fwas set on some previous sweep, no further action is taken

immediately; such a range bin is said to contain a potential target

in process.

d. When a range bin update causes the number of hits in a

Lsliding window to be equal to or less than a trailing edge thresh

old, TT, also selected by the user, no further action is taken

unless the leading edge flag is set. If the flag is set, the
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azimuth it target stop is stored, and a target is declared. The

leading edge flag for that range bin is immediately reset to zero,

and the target's center azimuth is computed.

e. As a result of the target detection operation described
above, a target report is printed in the SOAR standard tabular

output. The report includes:

(1) Range

(2) Start azimuth

(3) Stop azimuth

(4) Center azimuth.

2.3.8.2 TPX-42

a. During every simulation cycle, the TPX-42 processes

replies regardless of the mode of interrogation that was trans-
mitted to begin the cycle. If TPX-42 processing is initiated,

antenna azimuth is converted to azimuth change pulses, and the num-

ber of replies (bracket pairs) received during the current sweep

checked. Whenever the number of replies on a given sweep exceeds

20, the TPX-42 processes only the first 20 replies received. Reply

range is truncated to 1/32-nautical-mile accuracy.

b. Instead of using 1024 fixed range bins, as in the CD, the

TPX-42 employs floating range bins, which associate new replies

with in-process targets by comparing the range of each new reply

with the range of the most recent reply in each target register.

This process avoids the problem of range splitting that occurs in

the CD, because in the CD the range of each new reply is compared

only with the range of the reply received at the time of declara-

tion of leading edge.

c. Replies received during the present simulation cycle are

stored in a reply array which is merged with an array of in-process

target registers (maximum of 20 targets). Separate pointers are

maintained for the number of the target register (old target reg-

ister) being updated by new reply information and the update

.register into which the new information is inserted. Once an
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element of the reply array or an old target register has been

processed, the appropriate pointer is incremented to avoid further

reference to the processed data.

d. Like the CD, the TPX-42 employs a sliding window detector

whose length, both in the simulation and in the actual hardware,

is variable. A nominal window length of 8 is generally used. As

in the CD, a 1 is entered in the window if a hit is encountered,
and a 0 if a miss occurs. These processes are referred to as hit-

update and miss-update respectively.

e. When TPX-42 processing begins, the old target registers

are blank. A reply arriving during the present simulation cycle

is inserted into the reply array, which is then compared with the

array of old target registers. Since no old targets yet exist,

all new replies are used to hit-update the old target registers,

and thus the replies become new targets. The reply range and

antenna azimuth are recorded for each new target, the window count

is set to 1, and the leading edge flag is initialized to 0.

f. On subsequent simulation cycles, elements of the reply

array are compared, one by one, with the old target registers. If

no replies are received during a simulation cycle, then all old

targets are miss-updated; values for old target range, azimuth,
Rleading edge flag, and confidence count are transferred to new .

update registers in the in-process array, and a revised window

count is stored similarly.

g. If both old targets and new replies exist during a simula-

tion cycle, then the two arrays are compared, beginning with the

first element in each. Both arrays are arranged in descending

order of range. If the first reply range is greater (within a

tolerance) than the first old target register, then it is assumed

no old target can correlate in range with the new reply. The new

reply is thus considered a new target (as described above) and is

hit-updated and stored after the last old target in the in-process

array. The reply array pointer is moved to the next closest reply,

which is then compared with the same old-target register for which

no correlation was found.
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h. When, on the other hand, the reply range is less (within

a tolerance) than the old target register range in question, then

it is assumed no reply can correlate in range with the old target.

The old target register is thus miss-updated as described above
and stored in the next available update position in the in-process

array. The old target pointer is moved to the next old target

register, which is then compared with the same reply for which no

correlation was found.

i. If the reply range equals (within a tolerance) the range
stored in the old target register in question, then the reply is

assumed to correlate with the old target register, which is hit-
updated. Range of the reply and old-target leading edge flag,

azimuth, confidence count, and window count are transferred to new

update registers iP the in-process array. Then both the reply

array pointer and old target pointer are moved to the next element

in their respective arrays.

j. After any hit-update, the interrogation mode for the pres-

ent simulation cycle is checked. If the hit is in response to a

mode A interrogation, then the confidence counter is incremented.

When a target trailing edge is eventually found, a target is

declared only if the confidence count exceeds some prescribed

number, nominally 4.

k. Hit-updates are always followed by a test for leading-

edge detection similar to that performed in the CD. Nominally,

two hits out of eight are required to set the leading-edge flag.

Miss updates are followed by a test for the trailing edge crite-

rion, usually one hit in the sliding window. If trailing edge is

detected and the leading edge flag is set, then a target is

declared if the confidence count has been satisfied. Detection of
trailing edge before the leading edge flag is set results in

elimination of the old target from the in-pfocess array.

1. When a target is declared, its center azimuth is computed

from the azimuths recorded at the time of detection of leading and

trailing edges. Target range is the range of the last recorded

hit. The target report printed in the SOAR standard tabular out-

put includes:
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(1) Range

(2) Start azimuth

(3) Stop azimuth

(4) Center azimuth

(5) Confidence check value.

2.3.8.3 ARTS III

a. The ARTS III beacon target processor involves a more com-

plex detection algorithm than that of the CD or TPX-42. SOAR

limits the number of replies processed by the ARTS III to the first

30 received. If the mode of interrogation transmitted to begin a

simulation cycle was other than mode A or mode C, the number of

replies for that cycle is set to zero, and processing continues.

At the start of ARTS III processing, antenna azimuth is converted

to azimuth change pulses, and reply range is truncated to 1/16-

nautical-mile accuracy.

b. ARTS III processing is similar to that of the TPX-42 in

that a reply array is merged with an in-process target array. The

ARTS III, however, merges the reply array with an array of old

target registers, and stores the result in a separate array of new

target registers. Both old and new target-register arrays are

limited to 45 elements. Unlike the TPX-42, all arrays are kept in

ascending order of range.

c. Rather than using a sliding window algorithm,the ARTS III

employs an expanding window technique that requires the maintenance

of several counters. A hit counter records the number of hits in
all potential target sequences. A miss counter, which is zeroed

after the receipt of any hit in a sequence, contains the number of

consecutive misses. The sweep counter indicates the number of the

current sweep since processing of the target in question began.

Finally, a sum counter accumulates the sum of all sweep numbers on

which hits occur. In addition to these counters, the in-process

arrays zntain a range register and a leading edge flag for each

Iin-process target.
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d. As with TPX-42 processing, the ARTS III begins with blank

in-process arrays. All replies on the first swcep thus result in

hit-updates that cause new targets to be processed. In this case,

the hit-update consists of recording reply range, setting thc hit,

sweep, and sum counters to 1, and setting the miss counter and

leading edge flag to 0 in the new-target array. Upon completion

of the hit-update process for all replies, the new-target regis-

ters are transferred to the old-target array for subsequent proces-

sing.

e. Once in-process targets have been established, any simu-

lation cycle in which no replies are received results in a miss-

update for all in-process targets. This process involves incre-

menting the sweep and miss counters, and retaining prior values of

the range register, hit counter, sum counter, and leading-edge

flag for all targets.

f. When both replies and old targets are to be processed by

Lthe ARTS III, then, if the difference between the old target reg-

ister range and the reply range is more than 1/16 nautical mile,

a new target register is begun, and processing continues with the

next reply. If a reply correlates (within 1/16 nautical mile)

with an old target, a hit-update is performed, and the next reply

and old target are examined. A reply range which exceeds old

target range 'y 1/16 nautical mile results in miss-updating the

old target in question and repeating the correlation process with

the next old target in the array. This correlation process is

identical to that of the TPX-42, except that the ARTS III arrays

are processed beginning with the closest reply.

g. After a hit-update, the reply range for the target in

question is recorded, the hit and sweep counters are incremented,

the sum counter is increased by the value of the sweep counter,

and the miss counter is reset. The counters are checked to deter-

mine if the leading-edge flag should be set, i.e., when a specified

number (11Y3P3) of hits, nominally three, occurs before another

specified number MY3P3) of consecutive misses, nominally two.

Unlike the TPX-42, the ARTS III can issue a target report after a

hit-update if the sweep counter exceeds a specified number (IRNGR3),
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nominally 31, that indicates a ring-around target. In such a case,

the end of the target is assumed to occur immediately, a message

indicating the target as a segment of a ring-around target is

printed, and the in-process registers for that target are elimi-nated.i

h. After a miss-update, target registers are checked to

determine several conditionr. If a specified number (IMY4P3) of

65consecutive misses, nominally four, is detected but the leading-
edge flag is not stet in question is discarded as
interference. If the leading-edge flag is set, however, and the

miss criterion (IMY4P3) for trailing edge detection is met, further

checks for target validity are made. To be valid, a target's
sweep counter must equal a minimum value or run length (IRMRP3),
nominally 21, while its hit counter must meet a minimum hit cri-
terion (IHY4P3), nominally seven. If the ruo t n isndicred is

not met, processing continues; however, failure to satisfy the

minimum hit requirement results in elimination of the target from

the in-process array.

i. When a valid target is declared, the number of hits is

s compared with a target quality criterion (ITQYR), nominally

14. If met, this criterion results in the printing of a message

indicating strong confidence in the computed azimuth of the tar-

get; otherwise, only the basic target report data are printed.

The target report printed in the SOAR standard tabular output

includes:

(1) Range

(2) Center azimuth

(3) Sweep counter

(4) Hit counter

(5) Sum counter

(6) Target quality message.
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2.3.9 Output

a. After printing all input parameters at the start of pro-

gram execution (table 2-1), SOAR provides a sweep-by-sweep account

of the broadband target information, in addition to the selected

target processor reports discussed above, as part of its standard

tabular output (table 2-2). This broadband information consists

of one printed line per sweep (simulation cycle) containing pres-

ent time in seconds, antenna azimuth in degrees, interrogation
mode, and range, in nautical miles, of all replies received during

that sweep. Reply range is printed at a distance to the right of

the interrogation mode proportional to the value of the range.

The routine that determines the print position of a reply uses the

input parameter RMAX as a scale factor. Thus, a simulation run

that specifies RMAX - 60. will print 60-nautical-mile replies at

the right side of a page, 30-nautical-mile replies in the middle,

and 1-nautical-mile replies immediately after the interrogation

mode. This feature is performed by over-writing all replies

* received during a sweep on the same line; thus, closely spaced

replies may appear over-written, or garbled.

b. SOAR also tabulates several items of information which

are printed at the conclusion of each scan. These items include

the following:

(1) Running target counts for all three target processors .

(2) Fruit count for each scan by mode of interrogation

(3) Average, maximum, and minimum fruit per scan to date

(4) Average, maximum, and minimum interrogation, reply,

uplink SLS, and suppression rates for each aircraft

(5) Reply and suppression probabilities for each aircraft.

c. The pulse-by-pulse capability of SOAR enables it to drive

a set of subprograms that produce a computer-generated representa-

tion of an air traffic controller's display (figure 2-3). The

graphics software consists of FORTRAN and SC4020 plotter routines.

Input to the graphics software includes time between frames. Thus,

one can record either a full scan by specifying the scan time as
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the time between frames, or a real-time movie by specifying 1/24

second between frames. (TSC has produced such a movie for the

Atlanta terminal area using a CDC6600 computer and a Calcomp 890

CRT plotter.)
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3, DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE TRANSPONDER MODEL

3.1 TRANSPONDER REPLY/PRIMARY RADAR ECO SIGNAL COMPARISON

The trans jnder, which plays a significant role in the radar

beacon system, is the basis of the distinction between the primary

radar system and the radar beacon system. Specifically, the air-

borne transponder, when triggered by pulses from a ground-based

interrogator, returns to the ground-based interrogator a reply in

the form of pulses of energy content dependent on the transponder's

power capability. On the other hand, when a primary radar system

transmits from its ground site a pulse to the aircraft target, the

target reflects the pulse, and returns it to the primary radar

system receiver as a relatively weak echo whose energy content is

dependent on the physical properties which determine the radar

cross section of the target. For the modes of excitation of the

respective ground receivers described, a decided advantage is

realized for the transponder type of reply over the echo signal

return. In addition to the power capability advantage evidenced

by transponder performance over the echo return, the transponder

is equipped to send back coded replies which will identify the

target and also provide information as to its altitude This

feature is unique to the radar beacon system and to the trans-

ponder capability. By contrast, the primary radar system would

require external operations to accomplish these functions (e.g.,

identification of an aircraft target by controller instructions

for the aircraft to perform identifying maneuvers). Separation of

the signal reflection function from the signal source (i.e., use

of an airborne transponder-type reply rather.than a signal re-
I flected from an aircraft body) provides two additional advantages:

a. It eliminates clutter existing when the echo signal is

returned to the primary radar receiver. (Clutter results

from the ground effects of reflection of radiated energy

from local and distant terrain, and masks legitimate

aircraft echoes.)
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b. It minimizes the potential for missed signals when the
target is a small-sized aircraft. In this case, since

the echo signal energy is related to target size, the
returned signal strength could be of insufficient strength
to be received by the primary radar receiver. A trans-
ponder, once triggered, sends back a signal whose strength

is determinei by the transponder's relatively strong power

transmission capability, and, therefore, is independent of
the target size.

3.2 TRANSPONDER FEATURES

The following text considers certain features which charazter-

ize transponder opeiation, including decoding, dead time, echo

suppression, side-lobe suppression, hangup, desensitization, and

reply rate limit control. A brief summary of basic transponder

operation is also included to serve as background where required

for the specific topics mentioned.

3.2.1 Summary of Transponder Operation

When a ground interrogator, as part of the ATCRBS, transmits

a pair of coded interrogation pulses toward an aircraft target, a
transponder contained in the aircraft is triggered by the pulse-
pair to transmit a coded reply which is received by the interroga-

tor of interest. The transponder receives triggering inputs and

decodes them, and then codes and transmits replies with identifi-

cation and altitude information which is received by the interro-

gator of interest.

3.2.2 Transponder Dead Time

When a transponder receives a valid interrogation, there is a

delay of three microseconds between :receipt of the P3 pulse (the

second pulse of the interrogator-transmitted pulse-pair) and trans-

mission of the first pulse of the transponder reply. The trans-

ponder is so designed that, on completion of the reply pulse train,

the transponder does not reply again for a period at least as long

as the duration of a reply pulse train, and in some cases extending
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to 125 microseconds after transmission of the last transponder

reply pulse. This period of inhibition is known as transponder

dead time.

3.2.3 Side-Lobe Suppression Time

a. Side-lobe suppression time is a function of a P2 pulse

transmitted from the ground-based interrogator in conjunction with

the transmission of the regular PI-P 3 interrogation pulse-pair.

Adoption of the side-lobe suppression feature stems from the need

to suppress transponder triggering by the minor lobes of the

transmitted beam. The following brief discussion describes the
circumstances relating to development of the side-lobe suppression

feature and to resulting side-lobe suppression time.

b. The transmitted interrogator signal radiation pattern con-

tains, in addition to a main beam, a number of contiguous minor

lobes. It is possible for these lobes, if sufficiently strong, to

exceed the minimum threshold for triggering the transponder. Re-

lated effects of the following type can result from this form of

transponder triggering.

(1) Broadened Targets. When a transponder is within

range of the minor lobes of the directional antenna main

beam, the minor lobes trigger the transponder and elicit

replies which are received by the interrogator and

indicated on the interrogator receiver display. The

indications are very close to those representing replies

to the main beam. The resulting display indication is a

pattern much wider than would be obtained from a reply

to the four-degree beamwidth of the directional antenna

main beam. Broadening of the beamwidth affects the

resolution of the target azimuth indication. In addition,

it can also obscure a reply from a second aircraft trans-

ponder close to and at the same range as the first air-

craft transponder.

(2) Ring Around. Broadening of the target on the interro-
gator receiver display will be increased if the aircraft
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transponder remains within minor-lobe range for a longer
period. As the aircraft transponder approaches the inter-

rogator site, it can come within range of the minor lobes

for a period encompassing the complete rotation of the

interrogator directional antenna. In such a case, the

transponder replies due to the minor lobes will be shown

on the display throughout the rotation, and the indication

on the display will be extended to a complete circle, or

ring-around pattern.

(3) Multiple Targets. A transponder triggered by the

minor lobe of a beam from a rotating directional antenna

will cause a target reply pattern to be indicated on the

interrogator receiver display. The aircraft transponder

in its travel can leave the minor-lobe range and enter a

null response space created by the vertical lobing char-

acteristic of the interrogator directional antenna. At

this time, the target display will be interrupted, because

the transmitted beam power is insufficient to trigger the

transponder. As the transponder continues in flight, it

enters within the range of the main beam of the interro-

gator transmission. This again causes triggering of the

transponder. The transponder reply to this triggering

causes another target pattern to appear on the interro-

gator receiver display. Only one target has been trig-

gered, but it appears as two targets on the display

because of the vertical lobing of the directional antenna

and the transmission of minor lobes together with the main

beam. Also, the interrogator directional antenna wave

pattern is the same for reception of signals as it is for

transmission. If the antenna is within range of trans-

mission from the aircraft transponder, the minor-lobe
portion of the antenna can intercept the transponder

transmission, and the interrogator receiver will indicate

a target pattern on the receiver display. Therefor, when

,:,c aircraft transponder is triggered by an interfering

interrogator station, it is possible for the interrogator
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of interest to receive fruit because of the minor-lobe

characteristic of its directional antenna.

c. Elimination of these degrading effects is accomplished by
use of the side-lobe-suppression (SLS) feature, in which an addi-

tional pulse (P2) is transmitted between the P1 and P3 pulse-pair.

The P2 pulse, transmitted separately by the interrogator trans-

mitter on an omnidirectional antenna, is greater in power than the

maximum side lobe. A transponder circuit compares the magnitudes

of the P1 and P2 signals to determine whether the interrogation is

in the main beam of the interrogator directional antenna. If the

difference between P1 and P2 exceeds 9dB (P1 greater than P2 ), the
transponder is not suppressed. If, however, the magnitude of P2
is equal to or greater than P1 , the transponder becomes inhibited

for a suppression time of 35 microseconds. The P3 pulse, which

arrives at the omnidirectional antenna of the transponder within

this 35-microsecond suppression interval, is therefore rejected by

the transponder. Since the transponder receiver has not received

both pulses nf the time-coded PI-P 3 pulse pair, the transponder is

not triggered. Thus, during the suppressed time interval, a side-

lobe interrogation has been inhibited. This inhibiting function

ensures that the transponder will be triggered only by the four-

degree-wide main beam of the P1 pulse.Pp

Note: For magnitudes of P2 between P and 9dB below P1' there

is an area of uncertainty as to whether or not the trans-
ponder will reply to the interrogation. This tolerance

range is permitted by the standards of ICAO (International

Civil Aviation Organization) Annex 10. Reduction of this

area of uncertainty, which in turn is a function of trans-

ponder capability, would provide the 'ground controller with

more predictable transponder operation.

d. According to the U.S. National Standard, the suppression

time period must be able to be reinitiated for the full 35-micro-

second duration within two microseconds after the end of any

suppression period. The simulation model transponder will not

reinitiate suppression before a suppression time interval has
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V
elapsed, but will provide suppression time intervals after initial
application of a P2 pulse.

e. The SLS system described in paragraph c does not ade-

quately provide for suppression of radar beacon replies to re-

flected interrogator main-beam signals. These replies cause er-

roneous indications of aircraft transponder location on the inter-

rogator receiver display, and must be rejected in favor of replies

from direct-line interrogations from the ground site transmitter's

main beam. Rejection of the replies to reflected main-beam inter-

rogations is accomplished by use of a modified, or improved, SLS

system. This system uses to advantage the fact that reflected

transmissions (from buildings, hangars, towers, and fences) are

delayed in arrival due to longer path lengths to the aircraft.

(1) In the normal operation of the unmodified SLS system, a

P1 side lobe has sufficient amplitude to exceed the receiving

threshold of the aircraft transponder receiver. This condi-

tion provides the initial P1 pulse of a P1 -P2 SLS pulse-pair

at the transponder. The P2 pulse, equal to or greater than

the maximum side lobe of P1 completes the SLS pulse-pair

requirement, and causes a 35-microsecond suppression interval

at the transponder. Any pulse arriving at the transponder

within the suppression period (but after P2) is rejected by

the transponder. Therefore, if the main beam of the trans-

mitted P1 pulse strikes a reflecting surface, and, after

reflection, arrives at the transponder within the dead-time

period of the transponder, but more than two mizroseconds

later than the P1 side lobe, the reflected main-beam P1 pulse

is rejected.

(2) The conditions described in (1) are applicable for a P1
side-lobe pulse which exceeds the receiving threshold of the

transponder receiver. If the amplitude of the P1 side lobe

transmitted from the interrogator directional antenna is less

than the receiving threshold, the P1 side lobe is not detected

by the transponder. The requirement for transponder detection

of a P1-P2 pulse-pair is not met, and the transponder is not

suppressed. Therefore, the reflected main-beam P1 pulse and
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the succeeding P3 pulse provide a delayed pulse-pair interro-

gation to which the transponder replies. This reply, because

of the increase in the time of arrival at the ground site
receiver, represents an erroneous range which is greater than

the true range of the transponder.

(3) The improved SLS system enables the P1 side-lobe trans-

mission to equal or exceed the transponder receiving threshold

level. This is accomplished at the interrogator site by

transmitting the P1 signal from the ground site omnidirection-

al antenna as well as from the interrogator directional
antenna. With this method of operation, the P1 side-lobe

amplitude is increased sufficiently to be detected by the

transponder, and the P2 pulse is the same as before, but

still equal to or greater than the maximum side lobe. The

transponder is now suppressed in the manner described in (1),

and the reflected PI-P 3 pulse-pair arrives during the suppres-

sion time and does not elicit a reply.

3.2.4 Decoding

a. The transponder passes the received pulses through its

decoder, which determines the nature of the interrogation request

and controls the type of coded replies to be sent back to the

ground receiver. The active type of decoder exercises a hangup,

or waiting, feature. That is, when it first receives a P1 pulse,

it waits for a second pulse which it can interpret as the second

of a valid pulse-pair. This second, or P3 1 pulse, together with

the initial P1 pulse, causes a reply to be coded by the trans-

ponder's coder and to be sent back to the ground receiver. (A 12

pulse would also be interpreted as part of a valid P1 -P 2 pulse-pair,

as signaling for initiation of a suppression time interval.)

b. The active decoder treats any first incoming pulse as a

P, pulse, and then waits a proper time interval to interpret the

next pulse as a valid P3 (or P2) pulse. If the first two-micro-

second interval passes without a pulse (P2), then it waits for an

eight-microsecond interval beyond the P1 pulse to interpret a mode

A (identification) pulse-pair. If this time interval does not
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register a pulse-pair, it waits for a 21-microsecond interval

beyond the PI pulse to interpret a mode C (altitude) information
pulse-pair. If this mode is not detected, then the procedure is

repeated on receipt of another pulse.

c. In keeping with this discussion, suppose that, instead of

a P1 pulse, a noise pulse is first detected by the decoder. The

noise pulse will be presumed to be a P1 pulse. Assume now that a
valid P1 pitlse does arrive at the detector, but that this occurs

at a time which does not correspond to a coded time interval (e.g.,

three microseconds after the noise pulse). In this case, even if
a valid P1-P2 or P1 -P3 pulse-pair arrives at the decoder after the

initial noise pulse, it will fail to provide proper time spacing

for the decoder to interpret this as a valid pulse-pair. For the

21-microsecond interval referred to above, there will be no re-
sponse to these inputs, and the valid P1-P3 (or P1-P2) pulse-pair

will have been lost because of noise interference.

d. The passive decoder performs on the basis of receiving

pulse-pairs and determining that the first pair detected consti-

tutes a P1-P3 interrogation pair or a PI-P 2 suppression pair. The

basic delay-line action associated with the passive decoder is

described in paragraph 2.3.6.3b.

3.2.5 Desensitization

a. The transponder circuitry provides for reduction of re-

ceiver sensitivity when interrogation pulses are applied to the

receiver input. This desensitizing action reduces the possibility

of interference from echoes following reception of the interroga-

tion signals. (The echoes referred to here correspond to late

multiple arrivals of the interrogation pulses, and to reflections
from ground or ground-based structures close to the interrogator.)

Figure 3-1 illustrates the concept of an echo pulse following an

interrogation pulse.
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Figure 3-1. Echo Pulses

Figure 3-2 indicates the time function of response patterns for the

interrogation pulses. The solid curve represents dB response

plotted with respect to time for transponder receiver signal inputs

of varying strengths. The minimum triggering level of -7ldBm is

shown from t = 0 to t = 1, at which time an interrogation pulse
causes the receiver to be desensitized to approximately -57dBm.

SENSITIVITY
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Figure 3-2. Desensitization and Recovery Characteristics

Note: According to figure 3-2, at t = 1 the receiver sensitivity

has decreased by an amount corresponding to the power of the

input pulse, in this case 14dB. The U.S. National Standard

(DOT-FAA Order No. 1010.51A) specifies that an input pulse

more than 0.7 microsecond in duration must cause a receiver

to desensitize by an amount within 9dB of the power of the

input signal. With respect to figure 3-2, the peak value
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of receiver desensitization can occur within the 9dB region
indicated in the figure. The user of the simulation model

provides an initial value, nominally SdB, as the difference

between the power of the input signal and the peak receiver

desensitization just prior to beginning of the recovery

period.)

The receiver then begins to recover its sensitivity toward -7ldBm

immediately following the interrogation pulse. The recovery is

linear in nature. It attains a sensitivity within three dB of the

minimum triggering level in a time interval no greater than 1S

microseconds after the desensitizing pulse has been received. The

linear rate of recovery occurs at an average rate not greater than

3.SdB per microsecond and within a period not greater than 15

microseconds. The maximum values are shown in the dotted portion

of the curve in figure 3-2, with the recovery rate along the nega-

tive slope, and with the maximum allowable time along the t axis.

b. A second type of desensitization occurs when the trans-

ponder reply rate exceeds a certain limit. This limit can be

arbitrarily set to any rate between S00 and 2000 interrogations

per second. (The limit in the simulation model reply rate limit

control circuit is nominally 1200 interrogations per second.)

When once set, however, any interrogation rate exceeding the limit

will desensitize the transponder. (rhis type of desensitization

is covered in detail in Appendix A.)

3.3 TRANSPONDER MODEL SIMULATION AS PART OF SOAR PROGRAM

The program for transponder simulation is in fact a part of

the overall program for SOAR. (The entry and exit for the trans-

ponder program are designated as statements 1203 and 7 respectively

of the SOAR program, and are referred to and commented on in the

tabular summary of table 3-4.) The following description of the

overall simulation program for SOAR is equally applicable for the

transponder when the scope of the functions mentioned is narrowed

to the transponder alone.
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3.4 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SOAR SIMULATION PROGRAM

The computer program for the SOAR model provides input data,
operational instructions, and outputs involved in the simulation

of actual air traffic conditions at air terminals or at en route

sites. Processing of the input data and performance of the in-

structions furnish computer outputs which make possible analysis,

interpretation, evaluation, and ultimate decision-making on the

basis of the computer input/output relationships. The basic pre-

sentation on data handling and computation is contained in para-

graph 2.2. The parameters and instructions which form the program

for problem solution are presented in the following paragraphs.

3.5 TRANSPONDER INPUTS

Three basic inputs are applied to the transponder. These are
tabulated and described in table 3-1. Additional pertinent informa-

tion relative to the inputs is given below.

a. NPULS. This variable integer changes for each simulation

cycle because of variations in other system parameters,
such as antenna variations.

b. TXPNDR (I). This variable, a time characteristic of the

pulse variable, represents an array in which subscript I

can vary from 1 to NPULS. The time is expressed in

seconds, and is referenced with respect to the zero start

time of the simulation.

TABLE 3-1. TRANSPONDER INPUT PARAMETERS*

Input Description

NPULS Number of pulses entering the transponder
during the present simulation cycle

'TXPNDR (I) Time of arrival of the Ith pulse at the
antenna end of the aircraft transponder

PXPNDR (I) Power (dBm) of the It pulse at the
antenna end of the wansmission line
between aircraft antt.nna and transponder

Program parameters for inputs, outputs, and intermediate functions
are expressed in mnemonic form.
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c. PXPNDR (I).

(1) The third variable of the input group relates to

power in the pulses transmitted from the ground site

interrogator to the aircraft transponder. Each value of

PXPNDR(I) represents the power in the interrogator pulse

(dB with respect to 1 milliwatt reference) for the Ith

pulse reaching the antenna end of the transmission line

between the aircraft antenna and the transponder.

(2) The energy content of the pulse is also character-

ized with respect to transponder receiver sensitivity, in

terms of the minimum triggering level (MTL) of the trans-

ponder receiver. The nominal MTL is -7ldBm (71dB below

the I- milliwatt reference level), but levels within the

range -69dBm to -77dBm are considered acceptable. (These

requirements assume a 3-dB loss in the transmission line

from the aircraft antenna to the transponder receiver

input, and aircraft antenna performance equivalent to

that of a quarter-wave antenna.) The transponder re-

ceiver must operate satisfactorily for signal inputs

which vary in amplitude range between the MTL and 50dB

above the MTL of the particular transponder receiver

being considered. (Stronger signal inputs may saturate

the transponder receiver and degrade its operation; this

is an acceptable condition provided the specification has

been met within the above-mentioned input signal amplitude

range.)

3.6 TRANSPONDER OUTPUTS

The outputs from the transponder are indicated by the simula-

tion program parameters IREPLY and REPLY(J).

a. IREPLY. This variable integer indicates the number of

reply pulses (i.e., the sum of all F1 and F2 framing

pulses) transmitted by the transponder during the present

simulation cycle. Since a transponder reply consists of

a frame bracket, or FI-F 2 framing puls-pair, the number of
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replies to the interrogator of interest is equal to half

the value of the variable IREPLY. The value of variable

|, IREPLY changes for each simulation cycle in accordance
with input parameter changes, which, in turn, are caused

by variations in system component parameters at the begin-

ning of each simulation cycle.

b. REPLY(J)

(1) This parameter represents the time of the J reply
of an array in which subscript J can vary from 1 to

IREPLY. The total time involved in the computation of

this variable by the program occurs between the following

bounding times:

(a) The time of transmission of P3 of the interroga-

tion pulse-pair that began the present simulation

cycle

(b) The time of arrival of the Jth reply pulse at

the ground site receiver.

(2) The time required for a reply to reach the interro-
gator of interest is determined by use of equation 3-1.

The parameters related to REPLY(J) are described in

table 3-2.

REPLY(J) - TXPNDR(I) + DELAY + PROPTM (1,L) - TRANP3

(3-1)

(3) Solution of equation 3-1 provides the arrival time,
at the ground receiver, of the first reply pulse FI.

Arrival time of the second reply pulse (F2) is determined

by use of equation 3-2. In the use- of these equations,

the subscript J, which is initially 1, is incremented

as the number of reply pulses increases.

REPLY (J+l) - REPLY (J) + 20.3 E-06 (3-2)

The Fortran E-notation 20.3E-06 represents a 20.3-micro-

isecond spacing between transponder reply framing pulses

F1 and F2 , within which coded pulses are inserted to
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TABLE 3-2. PARAMETERS RELATED TO COMPUTATION OF REPLY (J)

Parameter Description

TXPNDR(I) Time of arrival of the Ith pulse at the antenna end

of the aircraft transponder. In this case, the

pulse is equivalent to the P3 pulse of the interro-

gation transmitted to the transponder. (Refer also

to paragraph 3.Sb.)

DELAY User-specified parameter, given at the beginning of

the program. (This parameter is defined and

applied by the user of the imulation in accordance

with his arbitrarily assigned conditions. In

actual practice, however, the U.S. National Standard

specifies a transponder reply delay as 3.0 + 0.5

microseconds between the leading edge of the inter-

rogation P3 pulse and the leading edge of the first

pulse of the reply.)

PROPTM(1,L) Time of propagation between a particular interrogator

and the Lth aircraft. The interrogator is identified

by the first number within the parentheses. In the

mnemonic shown, the number I indicates that the

propagation is to the interrogator of interest.

TRANP3 Time at which the P3 pulse from the interrogator of

interest was transmitted at the ground site. This

time is given with reference to zero start time of

the simulation.
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constitute coded transponder replies to the groind site

transmitted interrogations. (Insertion of coded pulses

between framing pulses F1 and F2 relates to airi:raft

transponders in actual use. The simulation model trans-

ponder reply function does not require definition of any

specific reply code; hence, it makes use of the framing,

or bracketing, pulses only.)

3.7 TRANSPONDER PROGRAM LISTING DETAILS

3.7.1 Program Content

The remaining paragraphs of Section 3 cover that portion of

the simulation model computer program relating to transponder

operation. Together with the descriptive information on trans-

ponder input and output parameters contained in paragraphs 3.5 and

3.6 respectively, this section provides the programmed steps

through which the transponder functions are realized. The inputs

to the transponder in the simulation model approximate those

detected in actual transponder operation.

3.7.2 Transponder Functions Covered in Program

The following functions are covered in the program listing

for the transponder. (The program listing for transponder opera-

tion is contained in table 3-5.)

3.7.2.1 Desensitization

a. When input pulses are received at the transponder, the

transp6nder receiver undergoes desensitization in accordance with

either of the following operational purposes:

Echo suppression

Reply rate limit control.

b. In the first approach to desensitization, a pulse re-

ceived at the transponder antenna causes the transponder receiver

sensitivity to be reduced by an amount within 9dB of the desensi-

tizing signal. (According to the U.S. National Standard, DOT/FAA
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Order No. 1010.51A, the desensitization must not exceed thc value,

in dB, of the desensitizing pulse.) This action prevents the

transponder receiver from being 4nfluenced by echo interference

signals. The desensitization can be caused by a pulse from an

interrogation pair, or by a pulse from a suppression pair, or even

by a noise pulse. In every case, however, desensitization is

followed by a recovery period during which the receiver sensi-

tivity is restored in the manner described in paragraph 3.2.5.

c. In the second method of receiver desensitization, an in-

coming interrogation or suppression pulse-pair is detected by a

reply limit control circuit in the transponder receiver. When the

pulse-pair is properly decoded, a reply is generated from the

transponder, and, at the same time, the supply voltage to the IF

U stages of the transponder receiver is reduced. The latter action

decreases the sensitivity of the transponder receiver. After

desensitization, the receiver sensitivity is recovered exponential-

ly in a manner described in detail in Appendix A. (Refer also to

paragraph 2.3.6.3 for a discussion of the decoding action with

respect to the passive decoder portion of the transponder receiver.)

d. Implementation of the sensitivity reduction feature by

reply rate limit control occurs when the transponder reply rate

exceeds a rate established in the reply rate limit control circuit.

Although the control circuit and the simulation model permit limit

control adjustments to values between 500 and 2000 replies per

second, the simulation model uses a nominal reply rate limit of
r1200 replies per second. The sensitivity reduction for a reply

rate exceeding the reply rate limit by more than 50 percent (e.g.,

1800 replies per second for the simulation model) must be at least

30dB.

e. The following text presents the equations which form the

=quantitative determination of trans'onder sensitivity for both

echo suppression and reply rate limit control.

(1) Transponder Receiver Sensitivity TS,,TV(.JA. . The

dynamic transponder receiver 3ensitivity takes into

account the effects of desensitization due to echo sup-
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pression and to reply rate limiting. It also includes

the maximum sensitivity of the transponder receiver, as

noted in equation 3-3.

TSNSTV(JAC) - TSNSMX(JAC) + TDSNEC(JAC) + TDSNRL(JAC) (3-3)

The maximum transponder receiver sensitivity TSNSMX(JAC)

corresponds to the MTL (minimum triggering level) of the

transponder receiver, and has a nominal value of -7ldBm

in the simulation model. The desensitizations (in dB)

due to echo suppression [TDSNEC(JAC)] and to reply rate

limiting [TDSNRL(JAC)] are positive quantities which are

added to TSNSMX(JAC) to provide the dynamic sensitivity

of the transponder receiver.

(2) Desensitization Due to Echo Suppression [TDSNEC

(JAQ]. This time-varying parameter corresponds to the

sensitivity variations indicated by the negative-slope

line in figure 3-2 of paragraph 3.2.5. Its value is

determined by the relationship of parameters in equation

3-4.

TDSNEC(JAC) = TDESEC(JAC) - 3.SE+06* (TXPNDR(I) - TTDSEC(JAC))

(3-4)

At the time when the last desensitizing pulse is applied

to the transponder and just before sensitivity recovery

begins, the echo suppression parameter TDSNEC(JAC) has
its maximum desensitizing valLe, and is identical to

TDESEC(JAC) (see table 3-3). Recovery then begins, and

proceeds at the rate of 3.5dB per microsecond. The time

of interest for computation of TDSNEC(JAC) is the dif-
ference bel.,een the time of desensitization for the last

pulse which caused desensitization to occur [TTDSEC

(JAC)] and the time of arrival of the current pulse of

interest [TXPNDR(I)].

(3) Peak Desensitization Due to Echo Suppression

[TDESEC(JAC). (The following statement applies to

an I pulse or to a J pulse. The illustrative

equation 3-5 will refer to the I ptlse.) This para-
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meter expresses the difference between the power in the

most recent pulse received by the transponder [PXPNDR(I)1

and the desensitization difference (DESDIF) which the

transponder experiences, in accordance with the specifica-

tion in the U.S. National Standard, DOT/FAA Order No.

1010.SA, on receipt of an itiput pulse. This mandatory

reduction in receiver sensitivity is discussed in the Note
of paragraph 3.2.5. Since the computation is done with

the transponder receiver maximum sensitivity ITSNSMX(JAC)I

as zero reference, this value is also subtracted from

PXPNDR(I). The relationship is shown in equation 3-5.

TDESEC(JAC) - PXPNDR(I) - DESDIF-TSNSMX(JAC) (3-5)
(4) Desensitization Due to Reply Rate Limiting

'[TDSNRL(JAC)I. This contribution to desensitization in
the equation for total receiver dynamic sensitivity
[TSNSTV(JAC)] is given by equation 3-6:

TDSNRL(JAC) a 60*ALOGl0(12./ (12.-(12.-TDESRL(JAC))*

EXP((TTDSRL(JAC) - TXPNDR(I))/ALTAUR(JAC))) (3-6)

The basis for this equation is the equation for the total
change in the minimum detectable signal SR (in dB) due to

the reply rate limit control:

SR a 60 logl0 [Vo/V M) (3-7)

(See Section III, SUMMARY, of Appendix A.)

Comparison of equations 3-6 and 3-7 shows that:

SR corresponds to TDSNRL(JAC);

Vo corresponds to 12; and

V(t) corresponds to the denominator in equation 3-6.

V(t) also corresponds to equation (2) of Appendix A. The
correspondence is indicated in the equations reproduced

i below for comparison:

From Appendix A, equation (2),
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v(t) -V o - [Vo - V(t)eR

From equations 3-6 and 3-7 of Section 3,

V(t) (l2.-(l2.-TDESRL(JAC))* EXP((TTDSRL(JAC)

- TXPNDR(I))/ALTAUR(JAC)))

3.7.2.2 Decoding. In the decoding process, the time separation

between input pulses is interpreted. For example, if the trans-

ponder recognizes two input pulses separated by a two-microsecond

spacing, it will interpret them as a P1..P2 suppression pulse-pair.

Similarly, if two pulses received by the transponder are separated

by 8 microseconds or by 21 microseconds, the transponder will

decode them as a corresponding mode A or mode C (P1-P3 pulse-pair)

interrogation. (Only mode A and mode C decoders are incorpoiated

in the current transponder.)

3.7.2.3 Inhibition. The transponder program listing includes

statements which determine that certain intervals of time repre-

sent either suppression (SLS) or interrogation dead time. In the

first case, the information will be related to the fact that a P2
pulse preceded immediately before the time space being investigated.

In the latter case, the dead time in question will have imi"ediately

followed the P3 pulse of an interrogation.

3.7.3 Transponder Program Listing Parameters

pressed as mnemonics, and are referenced and defined in table 3-3.

3.7.4 Transponder Program Listing

a. A listing of the transponder portion of the simulation
program is preceded by a flow chart of the simulation routines

(figure 3-3) and by a tabular summary of the program statements

(table 3-4). The combination of flow chart and summary clarifies

the steps of the program, and also serves as a guide to the step

sequence in the actual program listing of table 3-5.
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b. The flow chart provides a program step sequence which

furnishes a quick insight into the overall simulation function

of the transponder. The functional blocks have numbers associated
with them; these numbers correspond to the identically numbered

statements, in the simulation program, to which the block func-

tions are applicable.

c. The tabular summary expands upon and clarified the simula-

tion program step sequence which determines transponder operation.

The Statement Content column (table 3-4) reproduces the program

statements in text form. The Comments column explains the basis

on which the statements are made, interprets the statements, and

references previous material relevant to the particular statements.
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TABLE 3-3. TRANSPONDER PROGRAM LISTING PARAMETERS

Parameter Description

ALTAUR (JAC)* This parameter represents a combined-form time

constant ar R* The time constant is part of an

equation which determines the exponential

recovery of voltage in a reply rate limit control

circuit just after desensitization. For addi-

tional information on determination of this

exponential recovery and the contribution of

this exponential recovery and the contribution

of time constant acTR, refer to the discussion in

Appendix A (Transponder Reply Rate Limited

Control Model for ATCRBS Simulation), and partic-

ularly to equation (2) of that discussion.

DEADT (JAC) An input parameter representing the time inter-

val during which the transponder will not reply

to any other interrogation. This time interval,

which can last from 0 to 12S microseconds,

begins on completion of a transponder reply to

a proper interrogation. Therefore, when

referencing the dead time period to the P3 pulse

of the interrogation, the following times must

be added:

'In this case, and wherever else it occurs in table 3-3, the

parenthesized expression JAC signifies that the mnemonic with
which .AC is associated applies to an array of aircraft (and
their transponders), of which the jth aircraft is the aircraft
of interest. (Also refer, in table 3-3, to the definition of
JAC.)
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TABLE 3-3. TRANSPONDER PROGRAM LISTING PARAMETERS (CONT'D)

Parameter Description

DEADT (JAC) 3 microseconds - time delay, from reception

(Cont.) of the P3 pulse by the trans-

ponder to beginning of the

transponder reply

20.3 microseconds - reply time, from leading

edge of framing pulse F1

to leading edge of framing

pulse F2I2
0.45 microsecond - width of framing pulse F2

4.35 microseconds - time interval following a

framing pulse F2, reserved

for application of an SPI

(special position identi-

fication) or IDENT pulse

initiated by a pilot.

DELAY A parameter related to computation of REPLY (J).

(See table 3-2.)

DESDIF Desensitization difference. This parameter con-

tributes to the degree of desensitization which

a transponder receiver undergoes on receipt of a

pulse more than 0.7 microseco;.J in duration. It

is expressed as the difference between the power

of the input pulse and the peak desensitization

caused by the input signal. The allowable vari-

ation in this difference is between 0 and 9dB.
A nominal difference of 5dB from the input pulse
power is used in the simulation model program.

For additional information on this topic, refer

to paragraph 3.2.5 and figure 3-2.

1IFTAUR (JAC) This parameter equals 1/2 TR. It is used

in the computation of TDESRL (supply voltage to

the transponder receiver IF amplifiers just
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TABLE 3-3. TRANSPONDER PROGRAM LISTING PARAMETERS (CONT'D)

Parameter Description

HFTAUR (JAC) after the most recent desensitization) under con-

(Cont.) ditions where the reduction in voltage, AV, is

an exponentially varying quantity. [Refer to

Appendix A and the discussion relative to

equations (1) and (7).]

fREPLY A variable integer which indicates the number of

reply pulses (sum of all F1 and F2 framing

pulses) transmitted by the transponder during

the present simulation cycle. (See paragraph
3.6a.)

IRLREP (JAC) A parameter which indicates whether a transponder

reply rate limit control circuit is activated by

an interrogation. The reply rate limit control

circuit is activated when the parameter equals

1, and not activated when the parameter equals

0.

IRLSLS (JAC) A parameter which indicates whether a transponder

reply rate limit control circuit is activated by

suppressions. The reply rate limit control cir-

cuit is activated when the parameter equals 1,

and not activated when the parameter equals 0.
If both IRLREP (JAC) and IRLSLS (JAC) equal 1,

both interrogation and suppression pairs cause

reply rate limit action.

JAC th aircraft. An interrogator of interest in-

terrogates one aircraft transponder at a time.

For the first aircraft transponder interrogated,

JAC = 1; for the second, JAC = JAC + 1, and for

the third, JAC = JAC + I. This type of designa-

tion occurs for successive interrogations until

JAC = NACRFT, the maximum number of aircraft

appearing during the present simulation cycle.
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TABLE 3-3. TRANSPONDER PROGRAM LISTING PARAMETERS (CONT'D)

Parameter Description

KNTINT (JAC) A parameter which indicates a running count of

transponder replies

KNTSLS (JAC) A parameter which indicates a running count of

suppressions

KRSLS Receiver side-lobe suppression switch. The

switch is off when the parameter equals 0, and

on when the parameter equals 1.

NPULS Transponder input parameter. (See table 3-1.)

PROPTM (1,L) Parameter related to computation of REPLY (J).

(See table 3-2.)

PXPNDR (I) Transponder input parameter. (See table 3-1.)

PXPSAV (JAC) This parameter represents the power in an uplink

pulse (arriving at the Jth aircraft) which is

saved for future insertion as the first value of

the next PXPNDR (I) array.

REDSNS Reduced sensitivity, arbitrarily introduced in

the program. It is the number of dB by which

the initial sensitivity of the transponder re-

ceived has been reduced due to STC (sensitivity

time control) action, and it can vary from 0 to

50dB. (The nominal value for use in the simu-

lation model is 45dB.)

REPLY (J) Transponder output parameter. (See paragraph

3.6b.)

REFTIM This parameter indicates the reply time for a

reply pulse from the Jth aircraft. The time re-

quired for the reply to reach the interrogator

of interest is determined by the following

parameters:
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TABLE 3-3. TRANSPONDER PROGRAM LISTING PARAMETERS (CONT'D)

Parameter Description

REPTIM TXPNDR (J) time of arrival of the jth

(Cont.) pulse at the antenna end of

the transponder.

DELAY - Transponder reply delay

between leading edge of the
jth pulse and the leading edge

of the first pulse of the

reply

PROPTM (1,JAC) - Time of propagation between

interrogator of interest and

the Jth aircraft

TRANP3 - Time at which the Jth pulse

(in this case equivalent to

a P3 pulse) was transmitted

at the ground site. This time

is referenced to the zero

start time of the simulation.

[Note: REPTIM as used in the program listing

(table 3-5) is interchangeable with REPLY (J),

equation 3-1 of paragraph 3.6b. REPTIM

is calculated in the program listing as in

statement 1345. This value is then used in

the program by replacing REPLY (J) with

REPTIM whenever reply time would again have

to be computed (e.g., step ATCRBS 1334 in

table 3-5). This procedure saves computer

time by limiting determination of reply time

to a single computer operation.]

RMAX Maximum range in nmi indicated on the ground

receiver display

RMIN Minimum range in nmi indicated on the ground

rprpiver display
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TABLE 3-3. TRANSPONDER PROGRAM LISTING PARAMETERS (CONT'D)

Parameter Desciiption

RRLCO Reply rate limit cutoff. At this value (in dB)

the transponder sensitivity is near maximum. If

the contribution to desensitization [TDSNRL

(JAC)] is less than or equal to RRLCO, that

value of TDSNRL (JAC) can be used as suffi-
ciently accurate for the determination of the

receiver sensitivity [TSNSTV (JAC)]. Otherwise,

TDSNRL (JAC) is computed in accordance with

equation 3-6. During periods of low activity,

i.e., when inputs are low and the receiver

sensitivity in the vicinity of RRLCO is within

3dB of maximum sensitivity, use of RRLCO as a

criterion makes possible the saving of computer

time. This is so because, with this approxima-

tion, it is unnecessary for the computer to go

through the computation of TDSNRL (JAC) for

exact determination of TSNSTV (JAC) (total

sensitivity of the Jth aircraft transponder

receiver).

RSLVL Receiver side-lobe suppression level setting at

the ground receiver. This setting contributes

to determination of a potential side-lobe reply

at the ground receiver. If, when the receiver

side-lobe suppression switch KRSLS is on, the

level RSLVL plus the power of the reply pulse

received on the onmidirectional antenna

[TPOWOM (JAC)] equals or exceeds the power of

the reply pulse received on the directional

antenna [TPOWER (JAC)], the reply pulse is

rejected.

SENSTV (1) Maximum ground receiver sensitivity. This is

analogous to TSNSMX (JAC), the MTL (minimum

triggering level) of the transponder receiver.
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TABLE 3-3. TRANSPONDER PROGRAM LISTING PARAMETERS (CONT'D)

Parameter Description

SENSTV (2) Dynamic (time-varying) sensitivity of the ground

receiver. This is analogous to TSNSTV (JAC),

the transponder receiver sensitivity.

SUPPT (JAC) Suppression time. This is a constant, which is

provided as an initial input to the program.

TDESEC (JAC) Total desensitization due to echo suppression

when the last pulse was received by the trans-

ponder receiver of the Jth aircraft

TDESRL (JAC) Value of supply voltage to the IF amplifier

stages just after the last (or most recent)

reply rate desensitization

TDSNEC (JAC) Contribution (in dB) of echo suppression to the

desensitization of the transponder receiver of

the Jth aircraft. Since this parameter con-

tributes to a reduction in sensitivity of the

transponder receiver, its value must be positive

(A negative value would signify an increase in

the transponder receiver sensitivity. This

condition is prevented from occurring.

TDSNRL (JAC) This parameter contributes to the desensitiza-

tion of the transponder receiver in the same

manner as described for the parameter TSDNEC

(JAC). In this case, however, the contribution
to desensitization is due to reply rate

-limiting.

TMAX Time between transmission of a pulse from the

interrogator of interest to an aircraft trans-

ponder at the maximum range, and reception of

the reply from the transponder at the ground

site receiver. This time is computed in the

input of the simulation program.
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TABLE 3-3. TRANSPONDER PROGRAM LISTING PARAMETERS (CONT'D)

Parameter Description

TMIN Time between transmission of a pulse from the

interrogator of interest to an aircraft trans-

ponder at the minimum range, and reception of

the reply from the transponder at the ground

site receiver. This time is computed in'the

input of the simulation program.

TPOWE. (JAC) Transponder power received on directional

antenna by the ground receiver

TPOWOM (JAC) Transponder power received on omnidirectional

antenna by ground receiver

TRANP3 Parameter related to computation of REPLY(J).

(See table 3-2.)

TSNSMX (JAC) Maximum sensitivity for transponder receiver of

the Jth aircraft. This parameter, which cor-

responds to the MTL (minimum triggering level)

of the receiver, is fixed for a particular

transponder, but can vary for different trans-

ponders in other aircraft.

TSNSTV (JAC) Dynamic (time-varying) sensitivity of the trans-

ponder receiver. This is analogous to SENSTV (2),

the ground receiver sensitivity.

TTDSEC (JAC) Time of desensitization for the last pulse which

caused desensitization to occur

TTDSRL (JAC) Time of last desensitization for reply rate

limit circuit (i.e., the last P1 -P2 or PI-P3

action causing desensitization). This can also

be stated as the time of arrival of the P2 or P3

pulse of the pulse-pairs mentioned above.

TXPNDR (I) See definition in table 3-2.

TXPSAV (JAC) This parameter represents the time of arrival of

an uplink pulse (arriving at the J th aircraft)
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TABLE 3-3. TRANSPONDER PROGRAM LISTING PARAMETERS (CONT'D)

Parameter Description

TXPSAV (JAC) which is saved for future insertion as the first

(Cont.) value of the next TXPNDR (J) array. (See table

3-2 for definition of TXPNDR.)

XIN Input to a log routine used in determining XLOG

XLOG Log to the base 10 of the computed range to the

aircraft in question. The range is computed in

the elapsed time of the reply from a transmission

to the interrogator of interest. (The reply need

not have been caused by an interrogation pulse-
pair from the interrogator of interest.)
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TABLE 3-S. TRANSPONDER PROGRAM LISTING

1201 00 TO (1361,13721331374,IJfLA(ACI ATCRRS %P?

13PNPULSPULS1 ATCRFIS 1225

00 138P WJ02%NPULS ATCRIS l?2R
4TXPNnflNv2.lJXl mTXPNOP(NPI-IJK) sICRIP5 1229

1302 PXPNflRtI4P?.1JK)*PXPNOR(NPl-IJ(I AICRPS 1230
TXPNI)R( 1)uTXPSAV4JAC) ATCRRS 1231
PXP~ni~i1*PXPSAV(JAC) ATCRIS 12312

121ATCRAS l11
Jx2 ATCR#AS 1234.
00 TO 1323 ATCARS 123S

RE1373 NPtJLSzNPULS,1 AICRS 1236
NPI*NPULS.1 ATICRS 1237
NP2zNPjL S*? ATCRRS 123A
no 138*s IJI.29NPULS ATCRRS 1239
TXPNDIR INP2- 10) UTXPNOV iNPI11I AICROS 1240

138* PAPN)R(NP2.IJ9CIUPXPNONINPI-tJK) AICROlS 1241
TXPNlR (1) UTXPSAV (JACl ATCRS 124.?
PXPN0R(I1 mPXP3AV(JACl ATCRRS 1243
jut ATC£IBS 1244.
13?1 ATCRAS 1245
0O TO 1346 AT(AHS 1246

134NP11zNPUL. I ATCROS 124?
13*NPUlaNPULS. I ATCRS 1248

N-Pl.NPI)L%. I ATCRRS 1249

Tx0NnR INP2-tJK I TXPNOR INPI-IJK) ATCAHS 12515

1136 PX~RN2IKuiAN~NIIK ATCR I[ ~~TXPNEC(JAC*TP5AVC( 35.6.TPN.1)TOJAC)C) ATC099 1251
PxI V TOnn'm*PXAI.C.ACO£0 O1) AMPRS 12543'

JulNQt1£ATRJC£l ATCORIS 1285S
133TNT(IAITNM(AC.ONCJCI'ONLJC ATCHASS 126

00 ToPel.1.6.SSVJC 003OA32 ATCROS 1267

PX11G (1)3 1000 ATCRS 12S8
30 O EAICRUS 1269

131If (IT.I4P~JALE9 6O TO 7 133 AIMAS 1260
60TONCJCs1301AJ-*E0*TXNRt-YDE(A) ATCRS 12714
I32 (TOECJC'PAP)#LRI£"flESkECJi$ *0 MORN£A) S 1272

!11 F (TOF~tCU$JC)*LE..IAC0 60 TO .~1343 ATCRAS 1273
TDSNPL (JAC)lt6.TO~*ACi) /l*42-fER~JCIEPITSLJ ATCR4S 127*
I-TX9NnC(AC/AsI AUIPNOE 1) ATCRRS 1275

1343 TSN£*l AITSSXJC#TSEIA~oDNLJC ATCROS 1276
131 IF EJPlTPULI 0TNV( s 00 777232 ATCRAS 127

1316 Is l NCJC.L.. O O13 ATC.RAS 127he

IF fl.AlN.(JCLS 0. TO 771 ACu0 ATCRNS 1280 j
601 IV ) 1301JC.L.RCO OTO£4 AICIAOS 1281

13? DOSPLIJAC£360.4AL00(IjfE1i. 1N12.tOACSl(JCIEP£TSLJ ATCI4RS 1202
IF TJOFSEJIIU00AU0.AC) ))iE'"&)* ATCA14S £2?3

1*TOSNIV(JAC~fflISSF(AIO(JAC A)TSfLJC ATCPAS 128'4
IT PPO(J).GE.TSHSIJAI O O1 ATC86tS 127s

131 Psolf~-00 ATCRSS 126

131 JIF .TPL)6 O77 AT(66S 1287

r31I TrF1A1L.. 0T 1367HS 17



TABLE 3-5. TRANSPONDER PROGRAMv LISTING (CONT'D)

00 TO 1303 ATCoss 1268
13P4 TDESEC~iJCI.PNpNOP(J3.OESOV.TSIIJACI AIMRS 3269

If (ToVstcIJAC)OLT.Od ltOstCIJAClao. AICO~s 3290

10rCUAJI.E.O4?ECUACO O 30 AICROS 1?91
338 TVIIUCTAMRIE-I 0 O11 AICPSS 1292

IV uTJ:.GV.20.-06.OtA~qJ-.-l3L~lEO136 O11 ATCRSS 3297
IfAfCRSS 12948

IF00 .E2*M )4 TO 1303 AICROS 1299
134A) IF l(I.6RE#JAC.E-l&) GO TO 131 ATC4RS 1200

IfVT312.-(12OFSREtJAC.XR((TOSRJ ACIE86...TX E-OR( )AGoAU0(.1310 AICRBS 1301
TV vT.E.851GO O 141ATCROS 12

I I) I VT.LOE.6.O @*) 0 0 O 13 4S ATCNAS 1303
VTlSRtl(JAC OFSRTtJ.60 OEPTOSRLtJACtZPNORKJ1)/iF TAUAC1) ATCASS 1301
Kf W.OF.64) 40C T 1LI 341OSLIAI3 ATCAPS 1302

13 F GO *E6)6 TO 1342 LYCRas 13036
4tnFSPL(J*CIaVT.3,28A*EXP(ITTDSLJAC.TPNOOtJ))/WHTAUt(JACI) AICOBS 1304

IF (TOFSPLIJAC3.LT.3.3 TOESRL(JAC)3 ATCRAS 130S
GO0 TO 1342 ATCROS 1309

1348 TOFSRL1JAC)atVT-1.260'FXPI(TTOSRL(JACI-tXPNRIJ3/pTAU0rnJAcl, ATCRAS 1301
If ITOCSRLLJAC1.LT.3.) TOESPLIJACIN3. AlCasS 1306

IL f7SkLJC)%TXPN0RtJ ATCRS 1312
?f>'NP1 (JAC3560.*AL0GI0112./TOESRL(JACII AICRAS 1313

134S 41'? w:?EXPNOR(J,,OELAY.PROPTM(1.:AC;-T:ANP3 TOATCRAS 1314

I1I7 KNTI;."JACI*KNTtNT(JAC)*l ATCIReS 1319

If((KRSLS.GT.0) .ANO.(TPOWER(JACI*L*TOO(AI*VII0 O1 TRS 12
199 AICRBS 1322
xI~wtRF PTP4-DELAV) /I2.36E-06i ATCRBS 1323
XTE5Tu I..N.AND.0000?777177?77777771 .OR.3?700000000000000003 ATCRRS 1324
SURSCRuY t'sTo3000. AICABS 1329
LaSURSCR ATCPS 3326
ELOfuYtLbbYL.)-YL)O4USCR-LOATL3OXL2FLOATSHIFT(XIN,-48) ATCIISS 1327

1-91st AICRRS 1320
SENSlV(PKUSENSTY(13 .REOSt4S-20.*XLOG AICRS 1329
If (%1NSTV(?) .LT.SEN5TVI1)) SENSTV(21*s1ENSTV(1) ATCRFS 1336
IF (TP0WFR(JAC.#LT.SENSIVt23I 00 TO 1332 ATCRPIS 1331
IRPFPLYaIPCPLY*? AICaSS 1332
IF e1RrPLV.0E*?0I) 0O TO 1398 AICRRS 1333
PEPLY(lREPLY-1P.REPTIM A41dM 1334
PtPLY(IRPLY)uREPLY(IREPLY311420.3E-06 AICAS 13343
GO TO 139q AICRRS 1337

1332 XthNiRVPTIM42O.3F-06-OELAYI/12.361-06 TA 13
'ETFSTUIEIN.AIID.0000?1?7777?7?777?763 OR.171700004000000000000 AICROS 1330
SURSCROITES?'30006 AIMRS 1339
LaSURSCR ATCRBS 1340r LOGuYiI3 IY(.1)-YLI).ISUS~CR-FLOATKLI).1L2.VLOATgSIVrT~XIN,-4s) AICROS 1341
1-975) AICallS I.,-.
SEMsTVK2).SENSrYII) ,REOSt4S.2@.eMLO ATC60S 1343
If tSF%STVl2)oLI*SENSTVl3)) SE#4STMISISENSTVIl AIC0ROS 1344

10 ff(WEIJAC).LTSl4STYl2)) GO TO 1399 AIcRU 1149
IREPLY*IAV.PLY* 1 ATCOSS 1346
If ttRFPLYGGE.2013 GO TO 1391 ATCRIS 1347
RE0LY IIRfPLY)mREPTIH*20.3E-06 ATC08S 1340

1399 I'!J ATCRAS 1349
1314 1.1.1 ATCRos 130

If I3.GT*NPULS) 60 TO 7773 A7CROV 13S3
138 IF (ITXPNORIII.TXPNDR(J)I)LE.OEAOT(JAC)I G0 TO 1316 ATCR IJ5M
1326 TOSNfC4JACl*0. AICRAS 1353

300 TO t331 AICROS 13S4
1344 PRINT 1397 ATCAUS 13"9
139? VOOMAT 12SH11REPLY GREATER TH1AN 204o MOMRS 1346

STOP i .1.83 13ST
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TABLE 3-5. TRANSPONDER PROGRAM LISTING (CONT'D)

1364 If IPXPNORt(Jb.GI.IPXPN(ORCII-4.S)) 00 TO 133S AICORS 1356
G0 TO 130S AICIGS 1359

1319 IF tIXPNORI 131291312oI313 ATCONS 1360
13 O TO1316C&8 ATCPHS 1362

001 TO1316~a0 ATCAS 1362
1313 leJ ATCRRS 1363

G0 TO 1311 AICANS 1364
1135 IF (IRLSL9(JAC)&EQ*01 GO TO 13S3 AICRGS 1365

VIuI?.-112.-TOES9tLtJAC)II*EP((TTOSRLIJACI-TXPNOR(Ji1/ALTAU4iJACI) ATCRRS 1366
v ~~IF 4W1oR(B.S) 60 TO 1351 COS 16

If MoGE#~6*0) 60 TO 1350 ATCNhs 1367
IOISPLIJACIVT-.8O0*XIItOSL(JAC)-TXPNE(J)fIAYAUS4JACI) AICARS 1369

17 IOMMIJAC14T.3.) TOESPLIJAC1.3. AYCPUS 1376
80 TO 1391 *TCass 1371

1150. 1Of5NL#JAC3.*dT-1.2S8tE3Pi4TOPLt(JACb-TXPNON(JI~I/WTAUU(JACII AT08IS 13?!
IF (1Of9QL(JAC1*LT.3.1 TOES0LEJAC)W3. ATCASS 1373

0O TO 1352 ATCP9S 1374
1351 IfFSLJAC~VT4O.?6OOFNPt itODSRL(JACI-TXPNOR(Jl/W'HTAUR(JAC) I AICPRS 1379
13S2 TOSPLIJACI971PNORJ) AICANS 1377

7Dsk*LfiAC1*6G.*ALOG1SfI2*/7OCSft JAC1) AYCONS 1375
MR A Il WYm1J KRrI I JAC) I AIC09S 1356
lei AICOSS 1369 2

w1317 1zI*I AIC01US 1390
; IF I1efiY#NPjLS) 60 TO 7774 ATCRAS 1391

134v F(41KPNOA(t)-TXPNOAR(jI).LE.SUPP7.(JAC)) 60 TO 1317 ATCPRS 1392
1327 TSiFC(JAC~z0. ATCAHS 1393 i4

CI0 TO 1331 ATCARS 1394
7771 IJFLAG(jAC)x.1CPS 19

GO T0 7 ATCARS 1396
???P IJVLAG(JAC)w2 ATCPPS 1397

TXP5AV tJACIUTXPNftAI) ATCRPS 1398
P$PSAV EJAC) .PXPNOR(DI 1R 139
00 To 7 ATRS 1400

7?73 iFLAIJACC3 V S 1401
TXP~SAV (JACIUTXPNORfJ) ATCRAS 1402
PXPSAV (jfC)UPXP#40RtJ) AICAS 1463
Go0t07 ATCORS 1464

TXPAVfIjAC) uTMPNORfJ ATOR 10
PX0%AV(JAC0aPXPN0PfJ1 ATCRISS 1407
60 TO 7 AMOAS 1405

7770 IJFLAGIJACM 31 10
F,7 COe1IN15 AYCISS 1416
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4. DABS INVESTIGATIONS

4.1 OBJECTIVES

4.1.1 General A

The objectives of the DABS investigations performed by TSC
took into account that the transition from ATCRBS to DABS will be

a gradual one (over a period of years) and that, until the change-

over is final, there must be compatibility between the DABS and

ATCRBS modes of operation. Because of this, it is still possible

for ATCRBS interrogations to cause uplink interference to the DABS

(and also for DABS interrogations to interfere with ATCRBS trans-

ponders), depending on the transponder state at the time of the

transmissions. Three areas of interest were covered. Two of them

'elated to the following specific tasks:

a. Task A: Effects of lengthening suppression time

b. Task B: Second-miss statistics.

The third objective was to evaluate the ATCRBS simulation model

functional validity in the course of performance of Tasks A and B.

This evaluation will demonstrate the capabilities of the model,

identify limitations, and establish agreement with calculations

related to Tasks A and B.

4.1.2 Task A - Pffects of Increasing Suppression Time

a. Over a given period of simulation time in which interro-

I gation and suppression pairs are transmitted from a ground site, ,

an aircraft transponder will provide a number of replies, depend-

ing on the transponder parameters such as NTL (minimum triggering

level) and SLS (side-lobe suppression) time; on the number of

valid interrogations from the ground site within beamwidths of

varying extent; and on the number of suppression pairs, which

inhibit transponder replies for the length of the suppression

period.

b. The effect of suppression time on the number of replies
that a transponder would deliver with a given number of
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interrogation inputs within a given beamwidth was determined by
comparing reply ratios for different lengths of suppression time.

The reply ratio was expressed as a percentage of the total number

of interrogations to which the transponder replied. With all
other parameters except suppression time the same, the comparison

was made betwc-.n the reply ratios for the respective conditions of

suppression time. This basic comparison was made for reply ratios
I involving varying interrogation inputs as well as varying suppres-

sion time, so that a set of values could be plotted as a curve of

relative reply ratios for varying suppression times.

4.1.2.1 Reply Ratio Input Parameters. The information needed for
determination of the effects of lengthened transponder suppression
times was obtained for three categories of interrogator transmis-

sion. The nature of the categories was reflected in the defini-

tions of reply ratios calculated for a number of events occurring
over a given simulation time.

a. RRC - Beam Center Reply Ratio. This calculation relates

NRC, the number of repiles from the transponder, to NIC, the
number of valid interrogations from the interrogator of interest,

and is limited to those interrogations from the beam center, with-

in plus or minus 1.25 degrees of the boresight axis. The reply

ratio is expressed as

NR

RRC = NRC

b. RRF - Full-Beam Reply Ratio. The reply ratio in this
case concerns the number of replies, NRF, with respect to NIF,

the number of valid interrogations from the interrogator of

interest within the full azimuth beamwidth. The relationship is

expret:sed as
NRF

RRF

c. RRE Whole Environment Reply Ratio. This relationship
includes replies to interrogations from all other sources in the

4-2
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environment as well as to those from the interrogator of interest.

The reply ratio is then

NRERRE a RE where

IE

NIE s number of valid interrogations from all sources in the

environment

NRE = total number of replies.

The above categories of interrogator transmission were considered

for three aircraft positions, at each of which positions nine

transponders were assigned. These transponders had different

suppression times and MTLs, and were paired off for comparison

purposes; i.e., one of the pair had a given reference suppression

time of 35 microseconds, and the other had a greater suppression

time (50 microseconds or 100 microseconds). The reply ratio data
for these transponder pairs were tabulated, and then plotted as

f follows:

RRC, 50 microseconds versus RRC, 35 microseconds

RRC, 100 microseconds versus RRC, 35 microseconds

RRF, SO microseconds versus RRF, 35 microseconds
RRF, 100 microseconds versus RRF, 35 microseconds

SRRE, 10 microseconds versus RRE, 35 microseconds

PrRE, 100 microseconds versus RRE, 35 microseconds.

(The method followed to obtain these points and tabulation and

plotting of the results are discussed in paragraphs 4.2.1 and

4.3.1).

4.1.2.2 Supplementary Data for Selected Transponders. In addition

to the da:a already collected for the 27 transponders, supplementa-

ry data were required of two of them. The objective of the latter

effort was to determine average values for a selected number of

parameters, and to indicate graphically the cumulative power

distribution of transponder input signals for varying MTLs and for
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specific but different suppression times (35 microseconds and 100

microseconds).

(Discussion of the supplementary data for the two special

transponders, tabulation of data, and plotting of power distribu-

tion data in the form of power histograms are covered in para-

graphs 4.2.1 and 4.3.1.)

4.1.3 Task B - Second-Miss Statistics

4.1.3.1 Objective of Task B. This task provided the investigative

procedure for determining the difference between the probabilities

of first and second misses with DABS interrogations and with DABS

transponders in assigned aircraft. The criteria for this investi-

gation are noted in paragraphs a through g below and in paragraph

4.1.3.2. The method by which the simulation was performed, the

results of the investigation based on the criteria and the simula-

tion performance, and references to tabular and graphical informa-

tion on the second-miss probabilities are also included in para-

graphs 4.2.2 and 4.3.2.

a. The aircraft and DABS interrogator assignments are ncted

below. Transponder characteristics for the DABS transponders in

this investigation are given in table 4-1.

b. Three transponders were considered in this task, one each

for aircraft located in the vicinities of Philadelphia (Trans-

ponder X), Trenton (Transponder Y), and New York (Transponder Z),

as indicated in figure 4-1.

c. The DABS interrogator of interest was located at the

Philadelphia International Airport.

d. Transponder X was 10,000 feet above ground level, and

Transponders Y and Z were 40,000 feet above ground level. The

latitude and longitude for the three aircraft were identified at

the positions indicated in figure 4-1.

e. The simulation was carried out in an ATCRBS 1980 environ-

ment. (The projection into the 1980 period is equated with the

assumed present-day existence of 72 interrogators within a circular
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Figure 4-1. LoCationS of Aircraft and Interrogators of
Interest in Region of Simulation
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area of 250-mile radius, and with the division of the total number

of interrogators into a mix between the FAA and the military.

However, despite the equality between the projected and existing

interrogator sites, the 1980 period environment is expected to

develop to a higher functional level. This is so because, whereas

many of the existing interrogators are not at present in full-time

use, the 1980 environment is envisioned as one in which all 72

interrogators will operate at all times. Also, the SLS capability

does not project appreciably beyond the present capability for the

1980 environment. The FAA is expected to extend this function to

most of its equipment, but the military adaptation of this feature

will materialize at a slower pace.)

f. Fixed parameters for the DABS investigation Task B in-

cluded ATCRBS mode A and mode C capability, passive type of de-

coding, and an inmperative reply rate limit control.

g. The dead time, suppressioi time, and MTL used for the

respective transponders are given in table 4-1.

TABLE 4-1. TASK B TRANSPONDER CHARACTERISTICS

Dead Time ISunression Time MTL

Transponder Location (Microseconds) (Microseconds) (dBm)

X Philadelphia 35 35 -69

Y Trenton 35 35 -77

Z New York 35 35 -77

4.1.3.2 Definitions of Hit/Miss with Respect to DABS

a. Interrogations. Determination of probabilities of first

and second misses of DABS interrogations initiated in the simula-

tion model depends upon the definition as to what constitutes a

hit (resulting in a transponder reply) and a miss (resulting in

failure to reply).

(1) The definition is based on the format of a DABS

uplink signal as shown in figure 4-2.
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PREAMBLE DATA BLOCK
3.Spsec 25,Ousec

lisec

INTERROGATION . twP ! iivi

0.Spsec 0.8psec SYNC PHASE DATA-BIT
REVERSAL PHASE REVERSAL POSITIONS

Figure 4-2. DABS Uplink Signal Format

In actual field operation, decoding of the DABS uplink

interrogation is accomplished by decoding the preamble in

a manner similar to ATCRBS uplink decoding, and by

demodulating the differential phase-shift-keyed modulation

type message. For simulation model operation, however,

the preamble is treated the same as noted above, but the

message is treated as purely a bracketed 25-microsecond

period occurring in the interval from 3.5 to 28.5 micro-
seconds after the start of the first preamble pulse. I
(2) The following cases identify misses, and are valid

for DABS interrogations which begin arriving at time t'.

They are equally valid for ATCRBS interrogations which

fit the indicated pulse power criteria and the time of

arrival at the DABS transponder. The validity of includ-

ing ATCRBS considerations in this investigation is sub-

stantiated by the compatibility feature of the DABS

transponder with the ATCRBS function in mode A and mode C.

b. Miss Criteria

(1) Transponder in reply state at t' or in reply state

at t' plus two microseconds
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(2) DABS received power is less than DMTL for either of

the preamble pulses

(3) Any ATCRBS pulse with power greater than or equal to

DABS power occurring in the interval (t' plus 3.5 micro-

seconds) to (t' plus 28.5 microseconds),where

t' - time at which the DABS interrogation begins arriving

Reply state = time between the beginning of pulse P3 of a
decoded ATCRBS interrogation and the end of

the last reply pulse

DMTL - Dynamic or time-varying MTL which accounts for any

instantaneous desensitization. (Refer also to
0- paragraph 3.2.5 and figure 3-2 of Section 3.)

(Note: The absence of all the above conditions constitutes a hit.)

4.2 METHODS USED FOR DATA GATHERING AND PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS

This section describes the procedures followed in producing

the simulation runs for DABS investigation Tasks A and B, and the

modifications applied to the ATCRBS program listing to provide

adaptability to DABS mode performance by the simulation model.

4.2.1 Description of Data Runs for Task A

Two runs were made for determining reply ratios. Fixed para-

meters common to all transponders for both runs included a dead

time of 35 microseconds, mode A and mode C capability, reply rate

limit circuit in the off condition, and passive type of decoding.

Steps performed distinctly for the individual runs are outlined

below.

4.2.1.1 Run Number 1 of Task A

a. Procedure for Run Number I. The first step in gathering
data for the first run was to initializo the simulation. In this

procedure, random initial conditions were selected for antenna

rotations, sweep phases, and mode interlace phases. These random

parameters, which were selected by a random-number generator,
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were uniformly distributed over their ranges, and were chosen to be

independent of all other parameters.

b. Data Gathering.

(1) Three aircraft, located respectively in the vicinity

of Philadelphia, Trenton, and New York, were chosen for

this run. The aircraft were at an altitude of 40,000

feet above ground level, and were identified at degrees

latitude and longitude as shown in figure 4-1.

(2) Each aircraft position had nine transponders. The
transponders were divided into groups of three with

respect to the MTL and suppression time characteristics.

Specifically, in each group of three transponders, one

had a suppression time of 35 microseconds; the second,

50 microseconds; and the third, 100 microseconds. As for

the MTLs, one group of transponders had receivers with an

MTL of -77dBm; the second group's receiver MTL was -71dbm;

and the receivers of the third group had an MTL of -69dBm.

(3) The interrogator of interest was located at the
Philadelphia International Airport in an environment

representing the 1980 period. (Refer to figure 4-1 for

location of the airport, and to paragraph 4.1.3.le for
additional comment on the 1980 environment.)

(4) Twc transponders of the 27 mentioned (paragraph

4.1.2.2) were singled out for additional data gathering,

and were identified as Transponders A and B. Transponder

A, located in the Philadelph', aircraft, had an MTL of

-69dBm and a suppression time 'Ff 35 microseconds. Trans-
ponder B was located in the New York aircraft, and had

an MTL of -77dBm and a suppression time of 100 micro-

seconds.

(5) Common data were gathered for all 27 transponders.

These data consisted of RRC, RRF, and RRE. The following

additional data were gathered for Transponders A and B:

Average valid interrogation arrival rate
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Average reply rate

Average valid SLS arrival rate

Average suppression rate

Average single-P2 arrival rate.

4.2.1.2 Run Number 2 of Task A. The second run, which applied

only to Transponders A and B, was performed similarly to the first

run with respect to employment of the same interrogator of inter-

est and interrogator environment, initialization,and five-minute

period of data gathering. The data gathered included RRC, RRF,

and RRE, and also the special data for Transponders A and B refer-

red to in paragraph (5) above.

L4.2.2 Simulation Procedure for Task B

The simulation was carried out for a number of starts selected

to cause approximately 50 random second misses to occur. Each

simulation was initialized and then stabilized for one simulation

cycle, after which the first DABS interrogation was transmitted to

each transponder. The hit/miss status was determined. If a hit

occurred, the event was counted, and no further data were taken on

that transponder until after the next start. If a miss occurred,

the following sequence of steps was adopted:

a. The event was counted.

b. The hit/miss status was determined for a second DABS
interrogation at time T later, with T values between 1

and 10 milliseconds in 5-microsecond steps.

c. The hit/miss status was determined at time t' later, where

T' is a random variable, uniformly distributed over the

interval 1 to 10 milliseconds.

After these computations were completed, the simulation was

restarted, with re-initialization of input conditions completely

independent of any previous history.
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4.2.3 Task A Program Listing Modifications

The program listing for Task A includes ATCRBS simulation

program modifications which make both the DABS and ATCRBS simula-

tion modes compatible. The flow-chart presentation uf these modi..
fications (figure 4-3) contains DO loops (outer and inner loops)

which permit SLS and interrogation pulse-pairs and random ingle

pulses to be detected, analyzed, identified, and recorded. The

blocks in the inner and outer loops follow the same functional

sequence except for those blocks which terminate the respective

loops. (This feature is discussed in greater detail below.) In

the following discussion statement numbers, ATCRBS step numbers,

and DABS step numbers refer to designations in figure 4-3 and also

to corresponding designations in the program listing for Task A

of Appendix B.

4.2.3.1 Initial Steps of DABS Modification. As noted in step

ATCRBS 1191 of figure 4-3 and of the Task A program listing, the

number of pulses (NPULS) in the present 'imulation cycle interval

is first determined. If only one pulse exists (NPULS=I), it is

tested for detection by the simulation model transponder. If

initiated in the program by going to statement 1203 of the Task A

.rogram listing. (The transponder portion of the Task A program

is basically the same, except for a few minor changes, as the

ATCRBS transponder program described in detail in table 3-4 of

Section 3.) If, however, NPULS can be detected (statement 8101,

the first pulse from the input array of the next simulation cycle

is entered into the simulation model, and is compared with the

detected NPULS of the previous input array to determine whether an

j interrogation pulse-pair, an SLS pulse-pair, or a random single P2

pulse has resulted. If the number of remaining pulses in the

input array of the present simulation cycle is greater than one,

the program continues with a series of DO loops which compare the

pulses two at a time to determine their composition. The overall

approach for these final determinations is initiated in accordance

with the sequence of steps a through d in paragraph 4.2.3.2.
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4.2.3.2 Introduction to DO Loops. All the DO loops shown in

figure 4-3 are begun by a number of basic procedures designed to

establish the pairs of pulses (KL1 - KL2 and NPULS - KL2) which

are investigated as to their time spacing, power relationships,

and ultimate disposition. These introductory steps lead to deci-

Asion statements, or blocks, which distinguish the different flow-

chart paths according to whether interrogation pulse-pairs, SLS

pulse-pairs, or single pulses have been supplied to the transponder.

The following discussion relates primarily to the KL1 - KL2 inputs

(figure 4-3) and to the flow paths to which the input conditions

lead. The NPULS - KL2 conditions arrived at in the decision-making

process are mentioned at present for continuity of discussion. The

latter conditions are investigated further following the complete

discussion of the KL1 - KL2 conditions. Statements a through d

below are common to the determination of the flow-chart paths for

interrogation pulse-pairs, SLS pulse-pairs, or random single P2
pulses respectively. The specific paths to which these statements

lead are examined in paragraphs 4.2.3.3 and 4.2.3.4.

a. If it is determined that a number of pulses remains in the

input array of the present simulation cycle, KL1 is designated to

represent the first of these input pulses arriving at the trans-

ponder, and is checked as to whether it can be detected by the

transponder. (If it is not detected, refer to statement d below.
Otherwise, proceed directly with statement b.)

b. If KL1 is detected by the transponder, the next pulse is

entered by incrementing KL1 by one and then transferring it to the

KL2 designation. This second pulse KL2 is also checked to deter-

mine that it can be detected. (If it cannot be detected, refer to

statement d below. Otherwise, proceed directly with statement c.)

c. With both KL1 and KL2 established as having been detected

by the transponder, the time interval between the two pulses is

computed.

(Note: For the condition the KL1 and KL2 have been detected and

the command for computation of the time spacing between

them has been initiated, the flow chart branches off in
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paths corresponding to the categories into which the pulse

arrivals fall.)

d. '.f the KL1 pulse cannot be detected, it is checked, in
statement 8000, to determine whether it represents the next-to-last

pulse of the input array. If so, the next pulse NPULS is intro-

duced, and it also is checked as to whether it can be detected by

the transponder. If NPULS cannot be detected, there are no more

pulses in the input array for the present simulation cycle, and

transponder operation is initiated by program statement 1203. If

NPULS can be detected, it becomes the first pulse entered in the

transponder with respect to the pulses from the input array of the

next simulation cycle. The pulse KL2 of this new simulation cycle

is entered on the fact that a number of pulses is available from
Athe input array of the second simulation cycle, and the time spac-

ing is then computed between NPULS and the KL2 pulse.

4.2.3.3 Interrogation DO Loop. This DO loop provides the step

sequence for determining whether pulse arrivals from the present

simulation cycle input array constitute ATCRBS interrogations or

DABS interrogations, and also for recognizing the existence of a

random single P2 pulse. The time spacing between incoming pulses

is determined to be not greater than 21.6 microseconds. Also, for

the interrogation path, the absolute value of the difference be-

tween the pulse spacing and 2 microseconds is greater than 0.425

microsecond, as indicated in decision block A of figure 4-3. An

extended analysis of the actual input content is presented in a

through f below.I

a. With the time spacing between the pulses KL2 and KL1
initially determined, a further inspection is made (in the block

B) as to whether the time separation between the pulses is either

6 microseconds or 19 microseconds (plus or minus 0.6 microsecond

tolerance). If either of these conditions is met, then a valid

P is established as available in a P - P2  P3 pulse group and,

therefore, a random single P2 pulse is precluded at this point in

the program.
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b. For the same condition that a P1  P2  P3 group is

identified, the decision block C can satisfy only the YES criterion;

i.e., a valid DABS P - P3 interrogation pulse-pair exists in the

grouping of pulses being considered. The program now continues
with a determination, through decision block D, as to whether the

detected pulse-pair constitutes a part of the total environment, or
of an interrogator transmission beam within plus or minus 1.25
degrees from the beam center, or of the full azimuth beamwidth of

4.5 degrees. (These determinations are related to the calculations

for reply ratios RRE, RRC, and RRF, defined and discussed in
paragraph 4.1.2.1.)

c. The decision block D indicates the existence of a DABS
interrogation by establishing that the pulse spacing differs from

12 microseconds by an extremely small time tolerance (0.1 pico-

second). The value of 12 microseconds was chosen to distinguish a

DABS interrogation from an ATCRBS interrogation in the overall
environment.

(1) If the pulse spacing is different from 8 or 21 micro-
seconds (decision block C) and also not equal to 12 micro-

seconds (dezision block D), the pulse-pair is not con-

sidered to be a valid interrogation either from the
interrogator of interest or from any other interrogator

in the environment. The DO loop is re-initiated with
statement 8001 and performed and repeated until the last

pulse in the array is used.

(2) If the pulse spacing (decision block D) is equal to

12 microseconds (plus or minus one picosecond), then the

pulse-pair is considered to be a valid DABS interrogation.

The counter for the interrogator of interest is incremented,
and a further check on the pulse-pair is made in decision

block E. The latter check distinguishes a DABS center

beam radiation (within 1.25 degrees of the boresight axis)

from a full-beam radiation. If the condition with respect

to block E is verified, then the received pulse-pair

qualifies for use in the calculation for RRC. The beam-

center interrogation counter and the valid interrogation
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counter are both incremented. The latter counter is the

same one incremented when an ATCRBS interrogation pulse-

pair was detected. The succeeding steps for determining

the type of aircraft transponder and for inclusion of an

associated histogram are considered for the remaining

pulses in the array in accordance with the DO loop steps

described in the following paragraphs d and e, but rela-

tive to the DABS interrogation.

(3) If, with respect to decision block E, the interroga-

tion does not satisfy the beam-center classification,

then it qualifies as the interrogation to be used in the

calculation for RRF. The valid interrogation counter is

incremented, and the loop steps are continued as was done

for the previcus two DABS interrogations.

d. If the pulse spacing in the decision block B is neither

6 nor 19 microseconds (plus or minus 0.6 microsecond tolerance),

then, according to decision block C, the spacing is inspected as

to whether the transponder has received a valid ATCRBS interroga-

tion or a valid DABS interrogation (or neither). If the pulse

spacing is 8 or 21 microseconds (plus or minus 0.6 microsecond), an

ATCRBS interrogation pulse-pair has been detected. The valid

interrogation counter is now incremented, and the transponder

under consideration is checked as to whether it is either Trans-

ponder A or Transponder R. If the transponder is either of these

two, a histogram is provided for valid interrogation arrivals at

the transponder for different settings of the transponder sensi-

tivity, as indicated for the total histograms of figures 4-13,

4-16, 4-19, and 4-22. The summations of the values for the incre-

mented interrogation histograms are obtained by successive opera-

tions of the DO loop containing the steps already covered and

including the decision blocks marked A, B, and C. The loop opera-

tions are repeated for all the pulses in the input array through

NPULS, after which the next simulation cycle is considered.

e. if the aircraft transponder of interest is neither

Transponder A nor Transponder B, the DO loop is re-initiated (in
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statement 8001) with a check as to whether the most recent KL2
pulse considered was the last one (NPULS) of the array. The loop

is processed further, depending on the result of the check, in

accordance with the sequence of steps beginning with statement

8001 of figure 4-3. The loop operation is repeated until the last

pulse of the array is reached, and the flow-chart path traveled

depends on the types of input pulses from the array.

f. If the pulse spacing (in decision block C) differs from

8 or 21 microseconds (plus or minus 0.6 microsecond), the trans-

ponder has detected a DABS interrogation pulse-pair. The sub-

L sequent determination of the type of DABS interrogation for which

the pulse-pair qualifies is made in the same manner described in

paragraphs 4.2.3.3b and 4.2.3.3.c.

4.2.3.4 SLS DO Loop

a. The SLS DO loop path is reached when it is shown in the

flow-chart that the time spacing between pulses KL1 and KL2 has an

absolute value within 0.425 microsecond of 2 microseconds. This

condition is necessary, but not sufficient, for establishing that

the transponder has detected a valid SLS pulse-pair.

b. The second condition to be validated is indicated in the

decision block which determines whether the power in pulse KL2 is

at least 4.5dB greater than the power in pulse KL1. If not, the

transponder has not detected an SLS pulse-pair. The KL2 pulse is

then checked as to whether it was the last pulse of the input

array of the present simulation cycle. If not, a new pulse is

inserted as input to the inner SLS DO loop, and the cycle is re-

peated for computation of the KL1 - KL2 interval time spacing and

relative powers. This loop operation is continued until the last

KL2 pulse (NPULS) of the input array has been considered.

c. If, on the other hand, KL2 was identified as the last

pulse (NPULS), then input pulse KL I is checked as to whether, at

the same time, KL1 was the next-to-last pulse (NPULS minus one).

If not, the KL1 pulse is incremented by one and the outer SLS DO

loop is re-initiated. This cycle is repeated with new values of
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KL1 from the input array until KL1 does, in fact, become the next-

to-last pulse in the input array.

d. With the conditions stated in c, and with the last KL2
pulse removed from the present input array, KL1 is the only re-
maining pulse in the input array of the present simulation cycle.

As such, it becomes the equivalent of NPULS - 1, and is checked
for detection by the transponder (statement 8101 of figure 4-3).
If it is not detected, transponder action begins with statement
1203 of the DABS program. If, however, it is detected by the

transponder, it is compared with the first input pulse from the
next input array (KL2 - 1 in this case). This constitutes the
first detected pulse-pair of the second simulation cycle.

e. If the second condition for a valid SLS pulse-pair is
met, i.e., KL2 is at least 4.5dB greater than KLJ, the SLS counter
is incremented by one, and the (simulated) aircraft transponder is

checked to determine if it is either Transponder A or B. If the
transponder is indeed Transponder A or B, the detection of the SLS
pulse-pair by this transponder is indicated as part of a histogram
readout. The histogram data are provided for the respective histo-

gram subscripts in the range of receiver sensitivities at which
the transponder is operating. These histogram subscripts corre-
spond to the power levels marked on the abscissas of figures 4-14,
4-17, 4-20, and 4-23. In the case described, the cycle for Trans-
ponder A or B is repeated, beginning once more with statement 8000.

This statement initiates the repetitive sequence of steps (already

described in paragraphs 4.2.3.1, 4.2.3.2, 4.2.3.3, and part of4.2.3.4)which provide the following possibilities as to the nature

of pulses or pulse-pairs in the present or succeeding simulation

cycles:

(1) There are no pulses remaining in the present simula-
tion cycle, and transponder action is begun.

(2) The last pulse of the present simulation cycle array

has been detected, and it is compared with the first
input pulse of the next array.
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(3) Pulse-pairs are detected and their spacing and power
relationship are determined.

(4) On the basis of the findings in (3), the input pulses
t are analyzed as ATCRBS or DABS interrogations, SLS pulse-

pairs, or single random P2 pulses.

The sequence of steps is repeated until the last pulse-pair of the
present simulation cycle has been considered.

4.2.3.5 Second Simulation Cycle. The discussion in paragraphs
4.2.3.1 through 4.2.3.4 on program modifications for DABS adapta-

tion has dealt primarily with DO loops encountered during the first

simulation cycle of operation. For continuity of the discussion,

means were also provided for entering the next simulation cycle and
for introducing a new set of inputs from the input array of the new
simulation cycle. The following text continues with a similar con- I

sideration of the new array to determine the nature of the inputs

arriving at the transponder of interest. Although some of the
following remarks overlap statements already made during the first

simulation cycle analysis (e.g., relative to entering the second

simulation cycle), they are included here to suggest completeness

to the steps involved in the second simulation cycle.

4.2.3.6 Single P2 Pulse DO Loop. Statement 8101 of the program

listing indicates whether a single pulse (NPULS) from the previous
simulation cycle is detected for comparison with the first pulse

of the next input array. If the NPULS of the previous simulation
cycle cannot be detected, it is no longer considered relative to

the new simulation cycle, and transponder operation is begun with
statement 1203 of the modified program. If the NPULS can be
detected but no pulses are available in the new array, a DO loop
is initiated (statement 8020) for an index (I) array, beginning

with I - 1 and ending with I - NPULS, to check whether the pulse

investigated equals 1. If the separate pulse, in this case NPULS
of the previous simulation, is equal to 1, then it constitutes a
single P2 pulse. The single-P2 pulse counter is now incremented,
and the transponder of interest is checked to determine whether
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it is either a Transponder A or a Transponder B (i.e., a/c no. 1).
This information, relative to the single P2 pulse detected by the

transponder of interest, is recorded as part of a histogram of

arrivals of single P2 pulses for given values of transponder re-
ceiver sensitivity. The values for points on the histogram are

related to the power in the pulses, and the points are plotted for

particular operating receiver sensitivities as indicated on the

abscissas of the curves in figures 4-15, 4-18, 4-21, and 4-24. The

process is repeated for the histogram plots through the last pulse

(NPULS) of the new array, after which all values of the NP2PLS A

table are reset to 1 and the transponder operation is begun with 1I
step 1203 of the modified program.

4.2.3.7 DO Loops for Pulse-Pair Comparisons in Second Simulation

Cycle. When it is determined that the NPULS from the previous

simulation cycle is detected (statement 8101), and also that the

next simulation cycle array ha3 inputs available for comparison

(NPNEJ is greater than 0), NPULS is compared with the first input

from the new array. This comparison is the first step of a DO

loop which starts with the block KL2 = 1 and extends through state-

ment 8003 of the program listing. The decisions made and actions

taken for the newly introduced pulse-pairs in this DO loop are

similar to those made and taken for the corresponding pulse-pair

KL1 - KL2 of the previous simulation cycle (paragraph 4.2.3.2).

The following additionai comments are pertinent to the second

simulation cycle and supplementary to the information provided for

the previous simulation cycle.

a. If NPULS of the previous simulation cycle is detected

(statement 8101) but the input pulse KL2 from the new array cannot

be detected, then the array is tested for additional available

pulses (statement 8003). If KL2 was the last pulse (NPNEJ), then

NPULS is determined to be a single P2 pulse (statement 8020 and

affirmative to decision block F). The single P2 pulse counter is

incremented, and the sequence of events following the incrementing

is performed in accordance with the sequence described in paragraph

4.2.3.6. If the KL2 pulse now being considered is not the last
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pulse in the array, another KL2 pulse is entered, and a new deci-

sion is made as to whether it can be detected. This loop sequence

is repeated until KL2 equals NPNEJ, the last pulse in the array.

b. If both NPULS and KL2 are detected and the spacing

j between thea is greater than 21.6 microseconds, then the possibil-
ity that KL2 represents a single P2 pulse is once more explored by

going to statements 8003 and 8020, and to the subsequent steps

already described in paragraph 4.2.3.6.

c. If both NPULS and KL2 are detected and the spacing between
them is equal to 2 microseconds (plus or minus 0.6 microsecond),

this precludes the possibility that the last pulse of the previous

simulation cycle (NPULS) was a single P2 pulse; actually, the 2-

microsecond spacing between NPULS and KL2 represents the first of

two necessary conditions for acceptance by the transponder of a

valid P1 -P 2 SLS pulse-pair. In addition to the 2-microsecond

spacing, the second necessary condition is ascertained, namely,

that the power in pulse P2(KL is at least 4.SdB greater than the
power in P1 (NPULS). With these conditions met, the valid SLS

counter is incremented, after which the transponder of interest is

checked as to whether it is either Transponder A or Transponder B.

If the latter condition is true, the succeeding steps are followed

for recording the pulse-pair arrival data as part of the histograms

in the manner described in paragraph 4.2.3.6. The process is con-

tinued in the loop sequence until the last pulse (NPULS) of the
array has been reached. The values in the NP2PLS table are all

reset to 1, and transponder operation is initiated with statement

1203 of the program listing.

d. If the transponder of interest is neither Transponder A

nor Transponder B, the P2 pulse of the pulse-pair is checked to

see if it is the last pulse (NPULS) of the array. If it is, then

all the values of the NP2PLS table are reset to 1, and transponder

operation begins with statement 1203 of the program listing.

Otherwise, additional pulses are compared with NPULS of the pre-

vious simulation cycle, and the cycle of operations is repeated

until the last pulse (NPULS) of the present array has been checked.
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e. If only the first condition for detection of an SLS pulse-

pair (2-microsecond spacing) is met, then statement 8019 must be

answered NO and decision block G must be answered YES, in effect

establishing a DABS interrogation (P1 -"P2 pulse-pair in the pre-

amble of the DABS interrogation). The valid interrogations counter

is incremented, and the sequence of steps is continued as in para-

graph 4.2.3.6 for determination of the transponder of interest as

Transponder A or Transponder B, and for recording interrogation

arrivals in the associated histograms.

f. If both NPULS and KL2 are detected and the pulse spacing

is less than 21.6 microseconds but either greater than 2.6 micro-

seconds or less than 1.4 microseconds, the pulse-pair is tested

to determine if the spacing is either 6 or 19 microseconds (plus

or minus 0.6 microsecond). If it is either of these, then a

single P2 pulse is precluded. A P1 - P2 - P3 pulse group must be

present, in which the P2 pulse is matched to the P1 pulse (P1 " P2
equals 2 microseconds) and to the P pulse 2 is either 6

microseconds or 19 microseconds). Decision block G in this case

must be considered affirmatively, since the absolute value of the )

difference between the pulse spacing and 8 or 21 microseconds is

greater than 0.6 microsecond. Therefore, statement 8004 having

been reached, the condition prevails for investigating the exist-

ence of a DABS interrogation. The procedure at this point is
similar to that discussed in paragraph 4.2.3.3c.

g. If, with NPULS and KL detected, and the pulse spacing as

in f, it is determined in statement 8019 that the pulse spacing is

also neither 6 nor 19 microseconds (plus or minus 0.6 microsecond),

further investigation through decision block G determines whether

the pulse spacing is 8 or 21 microseconds (plus or minus 0.6 micro-

second). If so, an ATCRBS interrogation has been detected. The

sequence of steps in the DO loop is then repeated for all the

pulses in the array, including valid interrogation counter incre-

menting, establishing the specific transponder of interest, and

recording of data for the associated histogram. Otherwise, a DABS
interrogation is established, and the sequence of steps discussed

in f above is again followed, beginning with statement 8004 of the

program listing.
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4.2.4 Task B Program Listing Modifications

The simulation program for Task B provides the simulator with

the means for accomplishing the procedures described in paragraph

4.2.2. Actual performance of Task B is made possible by applica-

tion of the complete Task B simulation program contained in Appen-

dix C. The program was set up according to the approach presented

in the main flow chart of figure 4-4 and the auxiliary flow charts

of figures 4-5 and 4-6. (Figure 4-4 is presented together with

the text of paragaph 4.2.4.2, and figures 4-5 and 4-6 are in-

cluded as part of paragraph 4.2.4.3.) The following discussion

describes the flow charts as a basic sequence of steps in the

simulation procedure for determining the probability of second

misses; it also analyzes the relationships of the addenda of

figures 4-5 and 4-6 to the basic operational procedures indicated
in figure 4-4.

4.2.4.1 Brief Description of DABS Second-Miss Program. The pro-

gram is begun with an initializing process which provides the

conditions under which a series of DABS interrogations is to be

transmitted to each of three assigned aircraft transponders. These

first conditions, which define the initialization, refer to selec-

tion of random initial positions for the rotating antennas, and

the initial setting of sweep phases and mode interlace phases. The

uplink transmissions, which originate from a DABS interrogator

located at the Philadelphia International Airport, are radiated for

interception (and potential replies), under the given conditions,

by each of three transponders in aircraft located at Philadelphia,

Trenton, and New York respectively. Determination of whether these

transmissions result in hits (replies from the transponders) or

misses (failure to reply) with respect to the transponders under

consideration constitutes the greater part of the program and the

flow charts. When the dctermination is made, it is then possible

to calculate the number of hits, the number of first misses, the

number of second misses, and the probability of second misses with

respect to first misses for different magnitudes in the initializa-

tion.
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a. Parameters Related to Input Variables

(1) Two types of variable input data are used in deter-
mining the probability of second misses: uniformly in-

cremented variables, and randomly selected variables.

The former are related to the number of second
misses occurring at regularly incremented five-microsecond

intervals for an investigation extending through 10 milli-

seconds. The random variables have to do with interroga-
tor transmissions uplinked at random times, but evenly

distributed within the same 10-millisecond period. (These

uniform and random time intervals refer to T and i' of
paragraphs 4.2.2, 4.3.2a, and 4.3.2b.) Parameters used
in the flow chart of figure 4-4 and related to the input

variables are listed in table 4-2.

TABLE 4-2. LIST OF PARAMETERS RELATED TO INPUT VARIABLES

Parameter Remarks

DBHIT A counter which records the number of DABS hits.

(For the meaning of a hit as used here, refer to

the listing of miss criteria in paragraph 4.1.3.2,

and note that the absence of all these miss criteria

constitutes a hit.)

DBMISI A counter of first misses. Recording a miss on this

counter is related to the setting of a flag MISSFL,

described in table 4-3. This flag is initially set

equal to zero. If, with MISSFL=0, a DABS interro-

gation is missed by a transponder, the DBMISl counter

is incremented by 1, and the flag MISSFL is set equal

to 1. With MISSFL=l, the next DABS interrogation

miss becomes a second miss, causing a second-miss

counter DBMIS2 to be incremented by 1.

DBMIS2(ITAU) A subscripted counter used to count the number of

second misses for each uniformly increriented five-

microsecond interval within the 10-millisecond

period.
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TABLE 4-2. LIST OF PARAMETERS RELATED TO INPUT VARIABLES

(CONT'D)

Parameter Remarks

ILOOP A counter expressing the number of simulation starts

in a range of N starts. This counter number is used

to calculate first-miss probabilities.

PDABSM Power contained in a DABS interrogation occurring

at time TDABSM. This variable is predetermined, and

is specifically assigned for each aircraft position.

RANMS2 A counter which records the number of random second

misses. This counter causes the program to stop

when it reaches a count of 50.

TDABSM Time at which a first DABS interrogation miss occurs.

This variable is predetermined, and is specifically

assigned for each aircraft position.

(2) The random conditions referred to in (1) above arc

valid for a particular simulation start in the group of
N starts. A new set of conditions is initiated for each
succeeding start until 50 random second misses have been

counted. The initial conditions are inserted as inputs
to the program by a random number generator, which pro-
vides random inputs over a predefined interval.

(3) In addition to the random inputs provided by the

random number generator, the parameters relating to the

transponder under consideration are also reset to initial

values. In this way the transponder operation will be

relevant only to the newly inserted inputs, and inde-

pendent of any past history which may have influenced

the state of the transponder. The parameters to be reset

and their initial settings are indicated in paragraph

4.2.4.1b.
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(4) The probability of DABS second misses in an environ-

ment including ATCFLBS interrogations is determined in the

simulation model by the effect on DABS interrogationis

inserted into an array of ATCRBS pulses. The simulation

program is initially performed until a first DABS miss is

encountered, following which a 10-millisecond interval is

examined for possible DABS second misses within that

interval. A counter ICK is used to indicate the number

of consecutive 2.5-millisecond simulation cycles executed

for accumulation of ATCRBS pulses into the array referred

to above. (When ICK equals 4, the array content repre-

sents an accumulation of ATCRBS pulses over the 10-milli-

seconds period.) The first in the series of second DABS

interrogations is inserted into the array one millisecond

after detection of the first miss, and the transponder

operation determines whether a hit or (second) miss has

been achieved. The result of this action is recorded,

the previous second DABS interrogation is removed, and a
new second DABS interrogation is inserted (S microseconds

after the previous second DABS interrogation) into the

array for a similar determination of a second miss or a

hit. This operation is repeated at S-microsecond incre-

ments for the period extending through the entire 10

milliseconds. In addition, a random DABS interrogation

is inserted into the array, and determination is made as

Sto whether a hit or a second miss was achieved. The

random DABS second miss is recorded, and the search for

a new first miss is begun with new initial conditions.

This procedure continues until S0 random DABS second

misses have been recorded.

(S) Additional initial settings are required for a

number of flags. The parameters used to identify them

are defined in table 4-3, and the actual settings are

indicated in paragraph 4.2.4.1b.
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TABLE 4-3. LIST OF FLAGS

Flag Remarks

IRNTFL Random tau flag

M1STFL This flag is initially set to 1. When a statement

in the program inquires whether MlSTFL equals 1, an

affirmative answer indicates that the loop contain-

ing this inquiry is being passed through for the

first time.

MISSFL First miss flag which, by its setting (0 or 1)

indicates whether or not to anticipate a second miss

when the next miss occurs.

MIS2FL Second-miss flag.

b. Initial Settings - The initial settings associated with

the parameters of paragraph 4.2.4.1a serve as references for the

simulator in its calculations of hits and first and second misses

on the basis of the given random input conditions. The parameters,

with their initial settings, are contained in the first three

blocks of figure 4-4 under the general heading, "Initialization".

A compact presentation of the parameters is also provided in table

4-4, together with a brief definition and initial setting for each

parameter. The tabular arrangement follows the arrangement of the

parameters in the blocks of figure 4-4. This ensures separation

of fixed parameters from parameters involved in loop operation,

and also presents as a group the transponder parameters which must

be reset prior to a simulation start.

(Note: For expanded definitions of the transponder parameters,
refer to table 3-3 of Section 3. Also, note that when

additional parameters are considered in procedures sub-

sequent to initialization, they are defined in the text

for that part of the program in which they are used.)
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TABLE 4-4. INITIAL SETTINGS FOR PARAMETERS IN SECOND-MISS
PROGRAM LISTING

Parameter Descriptio Initial Setting

DABS Parameters (Counters, Time of Occurrence, Power)

DBHIT Counter, records number of DABS DBHIT = 0
hits

DBMISl Counter, records number of first DBMISI = 0
misses

DBMIS2 Counter, records number of second DMBIS2 - 0
misses

ILOOP Counter, records number of attempt- ILOOP 0
ed DABS interrogations

#V.

PDABSM Power in DABS interrogation miss PDABSM...*

RANMS2 Counter, records number of random RANMS2 = 0second misses

TDABSM Time of occurrence of DABS inter- TDABSM...*
rogation miss

*Predetermined. Changes with each aircraft.

Transponder Parameters

TDESEC(I) Total desensitization due to echo TDESEC(1) 0
suppression when last pulse was
received by transponder receiver
of the Ith aircraft

TDESRL(I) Supply voltage to IF amplifier TDESRL(1) = 0
stages just after last (or most
recent) reply rate desensitiza-
tion

TDSNEC(1) Contribution in dB of echo TDSNEC(1) = 0
suppression to desensitization
of transponder receiver of Ith
aircraft
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TABLE 4-4. INITIAL SETTINGS FOR PARAMETERS IN SECOND-MISS
PROGRAM LISTING (CONT'D)

Parameter Description Initial Setting

TDSNRL(I) Contribution in dB of reply rate TDSNRL(I) * 0
limiting to desensitization of
transponder receiver of Ith
aircraft

TSNSTV(I) Dynamic (time varying) sensitivity TSNSTV(I)
of transponder receiver TSNSMX(I)*

TTDSEC(I) Desensitization time for last TTDSEC(I) =
pulse causing desensitization -l.E+50
to occur

TTDSRL(I) Time of last desensitization TTDSRL(I)

for reply rate limit circuit -l.E+50

*TSNSMX(I) is defined as maximum sensitivity for transponder
receiver of the Ith aircraft.

Flag and Counter Parameters

ICK Counter, related to investigation ICK - 0
of possible DABS second misses
when DABS interrogations are
inserted into an array of ATCRBS
pulses. The counter indicates
the number of consecutive 2.S-
millisecond simulation cycles
executed for accumulation of the
ATCRBS pulses into the array

IRNTFL Random tau flag IRNTFL = 0

MISTFL First-pass indicator M1STFL - 1

MIS2FL Second-miss flag MIS2FL = 0

MISSFL First-miss flag MISSFL - 0
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4.2.4.2 Flow-Chart Analysis of DABS Second-Miss Program

a. The flow chart of figure 4-4 represents a block-type

condensation of the Task B program for achieving first and second

misses, and for calculating and comparing their respective prob-

abilities of occurrence.

b. Analysis of the flow chart is accomplished in the follow-

ing sequential procedure. In one instance, where the intent is to

maintain overall continuity in the simulation process, one block

embraces a set of functions (e.g., block 19, which covers state

update, link calculations, and interrogation). In the other cases,

the command and decision blocks are covered in detail sufficient

to demonstrate the means for achieving the goals mentioned in

I paragraph a above.

c. In the following steps references are made to block

numbers and statement numbers. These references are interchange-
~able. For example, decision block 49 in the flow chart also

applies to statement 49 (or step SECMS 124) in the Task B program
of Appendix C. The sole reservation in this relationship is

block 19, which is a conglomerate of procedures beginning with

statement 19 (step ATCRBS 347) of the Task B program and ending

with step ATCRBS 1190 of the program.

d. The following steps provide the basic procedure. Addi-

tional comment is also included to provide supplementary background

not contained in the mere statement of the steps.

(1) Perform the initialization steps in accordance with

the data provided in paragraph 4.2.4.1b.

(2) Perform the steps in block 19 by starting with step

ATCRBS 340 of the Task B program and going through the

sequence of steps ending with step ATCRBS 1190. Comple-

tion of this sequence will satisfy the input processing

requirements of the following functional blocks in

figure 2-1 of Section 2:
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o State update

o Link calculations

o Interrogation.

Block 19 functions as part of either of two loops, de-

pending on whether the loop return terminates at block

20 or at block 2. Choice of a particular loop for a

repeat operation depends on the return path of the most

recently traversed loop, and is based on the following
analysis with respect to the type of miss encountered

and the next steps to be taken:

(a) If the return path is to block 20, then a second
random miss was achieved. A return to block 20 calls

for re-initialization with a new set of intcrrogation
and transponder conditions, and a repeat of block 19

with the new parameters as inputs.

(b) If, instead, the return path is to block 2, then
a first miss has been achieved, but the fiftieth random

second-miss has not yet been reached. In this case,

increment the antenna azimuth setting, set the ITDABS
flag, which represents a hit flag, to 0, and repeat

the block 19 set of steps for the new parameters.

(3) On completion of the steps in block 19, check the
MISSFL flag for a change in setting from its initial 0
setting. If it equals 1, i.e., a miss has occurred,
investigate statement 49 as to the status of the second-

miss flag MIS2FL. If MIS2FL is still equal to 0, then a

second miss did not occur. At this.point, determine
whether the set of checks being made represcnts the first

time through the program after initialization of a new

set of parameters. This condition prevails when the

M1STFL flag equals 1 (statement 48), the same as the

initial setting. Set M1STFL to 0 to preclude the possi-

bility of once more passing through a first-time condi-

tion. (The only time that this condition can be repeated
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is a first-time situation after another simulation start
and a new initialization of random data.)

(4) Increment loop counter ILOOP by 1 to record the

latest number of simulation starts. This counter is

incremented after each simulation start until N starts

have been made, at which time 50 random second misses

have occurred. When this is the case (RANMS2 = 50), the
first miss probability is calculated, using N as one of

the factors in the calculation. The hits and first and

second misses are printed out, and the simulation pro-

gram stops. When RANMS2 is determined to be less than 50,

return to block 2, increment the antenna azimuth, set

the hit flag ITDABS equal to 0, and repeat the sequence
of steps beginning with block 19 and continuing until

RANMS2 equals SO.

(S) If, in step (3), the MISSFL flag indication remains

the same as its initial setting, i.e., MISSFL = 0, then

a miss did not occur. In this case, follow the MISSFL

indication with the DABS transponder operation, beginning

with statement 1203 (step DABS 104 of the Task B program

listing) and continuing through statement 7 (step ATCRBS

1410). The transponder portion of the program listing

determines whether the conditions were proper for a hit

to have taken place. If a DABS interrogation results in
a hit, set the flag ITDABS equal to 1. Continue with

statement 49, check for a second miss, and complete steps
(3) and (4) for the conditions stated therein.

(6) Decision block 49 can show, as alternative to the
condition of step (3), a change in the MIS2FL flag from

the initial 0 setting to a setting of 1, in which case a

second miss has been achieved. Following this indication,

a random DABS interrogation can be arbitrarily introduced.

If, at this point, a random DABS interrogation has not

been transmitted, and if the hit flag ITDABS referred to

in step (5) does not indicate a hit during transponder

operation (i.e., ITDABS remains equal to 0), then
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increment the second-miss counter DBMIS2 for the five-
microsecond period related to the second miss considered
in statement 49, and proceed to step (7). If, however,

transponder operation has indicated a hit by a change in

ITDABS from 0 to 1, then bypass the incrementing of

DBMIS2 and proceed directly to step (7).

(7) Increment T by five microseconds, and also increment

the cLanter of the time intervals considered by 1

(ICNT-ICNT I). If T has attained a value greater than

10 milliseconds, set the random T flag IRNTFL equal to 1,

and choose a random T, after which set a time for a new DABS

interrogation (TNDABS). Insert pulses of a second DABS

interrogation into a new array of pulses going to the

transponder. Set the number of the first aircraft con-

sidered (JAC) equal to 1, reset the hit flag ITDABS

equal to 0, set TDSNEC (I) equal to 0, and proceed to

statement 1361 of the program listing for modified DABS

transponder operation (figure 4-5).

(8) Arrival of a random DABS interrogation is verified

when the decision block following block 49 indicates a

random T flag (IRNTFL) value of 1. The next determina-

tion involves block 53, which distinguishes a hit

(ITDABS - 1) from a miss (ITDABS = 0). In the former

case, the next step is to return to block 20 for re-
initialization of a new set of random inputs and resetting

of transponder parameters. If the latter case prevails,

the random second-miss counter RANMS2 is incremented by

1 and the procedure of block 20 is implemented as stated

above.

(9) In step (3), the MISTFL flag was assumed to equal 1,

implying a first pass through the DABS second-miss pro-

gram. If, alternatively, the existing situation has

precluded a second miss (statement 49, MIS2FL 0) and the

DABS second-miss program has been traversed more than one

time (statement 48, M1STFL 0), then statement 27 is
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examined for the status of the miss flag MISSFL. If the
miss flag equals 1, then, according to statement 30,

increment the check and control counter ICK by 1. Store

the number of pulses in the new array TXPND2 into the

storage area NPLS2. Check counter ICK for a count less

than or equal to 4. If the count is as stated, the pro-

gram causes consecutive 2.S-millisecond simulation cycles

to be executed (beginning at block 2) until the ICK count

equals 4. This count represents an accumulation, over a

period of 10 milliseconds, of ATCRBS pulses into an array

into which DABS interrogations are inserted for determina-

tion of DABS first and second misses. When the ICK count

is greater than 4, substitute the saved pulse SAVPOW for

the uplink pulse UPPOWR(1,1,1). [The subscripts (1,1,1)

refer to the first interrogatcr, first aircraft, and

first pulse (P1) of the P1 - P3 interrogation.] Orde-

the pulses in the transponder arrays TXPND2 and PXPND2

chronologically. Set the second-miss flag MIS2FL equal

to 1. Provide an initial value of T to equal .00099S,

and set the internal counter ICNT equal to 0, and con-

tinue with step (7).

(10) If the condition in step (9) is altered so that the

first-miss flag MISSFL referred to in statement 27 equa3s

0, then determine the status of hit flag ITDABS. If the

hit flag has a value of 0, then no hit was involved, and,

since MISSFL equals 0, there have been no misses yet, and

the present miss is a first miss. Therefore, increment

the first-miss counter DBMISl by 1. Set the first-miss

flag MISSFL equal to 1, the storage counter NPLS2 equal

to 0, and the liplink pulse power UPPOWR(l,l,1) equal to

-1000. From this point, follow the same procedure in the

portion of step (9) which starts with statement 30.

(1I) If the hit flag ITDABS in the decision block after

statement 27 equals 1, then, in accordance with statement

28, increment the DABS hit counter DB1IIT by 1, and reset

the hit flag ITDABS to 0. Check the value of MCD(ILOOP,)

1000). If it equals 1, return to block 20 for the next
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simulation s'art and re-initialization with a new set of
random inputs. If MOD(ILOOP,1000) equals 0, calculate

the first-miss probability, and print the number of first

and second misses. After this, return to block 20 for

the next simulation start and re-initialization with a

new set of random inputs.

4.2.4.3 Modifications to ATCRLS Transponder - The flow chart of

figure 4-5 and the addenda of figure 4-6 provide the necessary

changes to the ATCRBS transponder program to adapt it fcr DABS

operation. The combined information in these figures establishes

the criteria for resetting the hit counter ITDABS to 1 (indicating

a hit according to the 1203 block of figure 4-4), or for leaving

ITDABS at the original value of 0 (indicating a miss).

a. Flow Chart of Modified Transponder. Figure 4-5 shows a
flow chart of a modified ATCRBS transponder program which makes

it compatible with DABS operation. Changes from the ATCRBS trans-

ponder routine of figure 3-3 are initiated in figure 4-5 by three

addendum blocks, each of which is labeled SECOND MISS STATISTICS

followed by the appropriate ADDENDUM A, or ADDENDUM B, or ADDENDUM

C. These addendum blocks serve effectively as inserts to the

original flow chart of figure 3-3 to permit the transponder to

accept DABS interrogations. The addendum blocks encompass sets of

steps which are shown in flow-chart form for the respective

addenda of figure 4-6.

b. Analysis of Modified ATCRBS Transponder. The modified
transponder capability is expanded by the addenda of figure 4-6.

These are discussed in turn below.

(1) Addendum A.

(a) The two incoming pulses I and J are checked

for a valid DABS interrogation pulse-pair by noting

their time spacing (2 microseconds plus or minus

0.1 picosecond) and their relative powers. If the

pulses do not qualify as a valid DABS pulse-pair,

they are checked for 2-microsecond spacing with
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ATCRBS tolerances (2 microseconds plus or minus

0.425 microsecond), after which the normal sequences

already described for the ATCRBS transponder routine

are performed (e.g., the discussion of sequences

beginning with statements 1306 and 1308 of figures

3-3 and 4-5 is identical to that of table 3-4

described for the ATCRBS transponder program). The
flow-chart sequence in figure 4-5 is then followed

until addendum C is reached.

(b) If a DABS interrogation has been established,

i.e., the JI spacing is within 0.1 picosecond and

the Jth pulse power equals the Ith pulse power, then

additional pulses are examined to determine whether

the DABS interrogation constitutes a hit or a miss.

This determination is related to the possibility
that the additional incomivg pulses can interfere
with the DABS interrogation and prevent a reply from

the transponder to the DABS interrogation. The Jth

parameter used in determining the validity of a DAb5

pulse-pair is now assigned a parameter value K, and

a check is made as to whether additional pulses

exist in the pulse array. (This is done bi incre-

menting K by I and noting whether K is greater than

NPULS, the last pulse in the array.) If no addi-

tional pulse exists (K is greater than NPULS), then

there was no interference with the DABS pulse-pair,

and a hit is recorded by the hit counter ITDABS, as

indicated by statement 1355, figure 4-5.

(c) If the additional pulse is less than NPULS,
then it is examined (figure 4-6) to determine whether

the pulse falls before, within, or after the 25-
microsecond interval following the DABS preamble. If

the Kth pulse is less than 3.5 microseconds from the

Ith pulse, then the K pulse has occurred during a

gap in the DABS interrogation format. Another pulse

is then examined, and the check is repeated.
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(d) If the Kth pulse is greater than 28.5 micro-

seconds from the Ith pulse, Lt falls outside and

beyond the 25-microsecond data interval of the DABS

uplink signal. This constitutes a hit (no inter-

ference to the DABS signal), and is so recorded in

the hit counter ITDABS.

th(e) If the K pulse is between 3.5 and 28.5 micro-

seconds beyond the time of the Ith pulse, then the

Kth pulse lies within the 2S-microsecond data inter-

val of the DABS uplink signal. The relative powers

of the Kth and Ith pulses are now checked. If the
Kth pulse power is less than the Ith pulse power,

the Kth pulse did not interfere, and a new pulse is

examined for its effect on the DABS interrogation.

(f) When the incoming Kth p 'se is within the 25-

microsecond interval and the Kth pulse power exceeds

or equals the Tth pulse power, this conctitutes

ATCRBS interference and a resulting DABS miss. A

new pair of pulses is then examined, starting with

an Ith pulse which is assigned the Jth pulse value.

The sequence is then continued with statement 1316

of figure 4-5, and new pulse-pairs are examined

according to the transponder functions indicated in

figure 4-5 subsequent to statement 1316.

(2) Addendum B

(a) This addendum checks for arrival of DABS

interrogations at the transponder within a dead-time

interval caused by ATCRBS interrogations. The ATCRBS

dead-time period encompasses three definable areas

of time coverage:

- A 3-microsecond delay after interception by

the transponder oC the P3 pulse of the ATCRBS

interrogation

- A 20.3 microsecond interval for transponder

reply to the ATCRBS interrogation
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- A 35-microsecond dead-time following the
transponder reply.

The DABS interrogation is permitted to register as a

hit in the event that it arrives at the transponder

in the final 35-microsecond interval of the ATCRBS

dead-time period. Note, however, that the DABS

interrogation still has to be examined, with respect

to potential interference within the 25-microsecond

data interval of the DABS uplink signal, as to

whether the DABS interrogation will ultimately be

recorded as a hit or whether it will be a miss. If
the DABS interrogation arrives during the 3-micro-
second delay time or during the transponder reply

time, it will not be permitted to register as a hit.

(b) Other than the checks referred to in (a), the

steps in addendum B follow closely the steps in

addendum A, with the additional distinction that the

concern in addendum B is for M th and Ith pulses.

(3) Addendum C.

Addendum C checks within the suppression time to

determine a hit for a DABS interrogation. A DABS

interrogation is allowed for the total duration of

the suppression time; i.e., a DABS interrogation

within this interval is permitted to register as a

hit provided the same test for the DABS 25-micro-

second interval is performed as was described in the

discussion of paragraph (2) (a) above. The remaining

checks for this addendum are basically similar to the

previous addenda except for statement numbers which

revert back to portions of transponder action already

discussed in table 3-4 with respect to referred

statements on the blocks of figure 3-3.
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4.3 NUMERICAL AND GRAPHICAL RESULTS

4.3.1 Outputs for Task A

4.3.1.1 Run Numbers 1 and 2. Results of the data gathering

described in paragraph 4.2.1.1b for the two runs of Task A are

contained in tables 4-5 through 4-9, and in graphic form in fig-

ures 4-7 through 4-24. Output information relating to the 27

transponders in the three aircraft is provided for run number 1 in

tables 4-5 through 4-8 and also in figures 4-7 through 4-12. Sup-

plementary data for Transponders A ard B are provided as part of

run number 1, but are included in table 4-9 as a basis of compari-

son with corresponding data for run number 2, also included in

table 4-9. (Transponders A and B correspond to transponders des-

ignated as a/c 1 and a/c 27 respectively in tables 4-5 through

4-8.) The results of data-taking and of graphic evaluation of

power histograms for run number 2 are shown respectively in table

4-9 and in figures 4-13 through 4-24.

4.3.1.2 Reply Ratio Comparisons for Different Suppression Times

(Run Number 1). Figures 4-7 through 4-12 each contain nine data

points relating reply ratios to transponders with different sup-

pression times, and tables 4-6, 4-7, and 4-8 provide the data on

which these figures are based. Correspondence between table 4-6

and figures 4-7 and 4-8, relating to RRC, is typical of the cor-

respondence in the Gcher two categories - table 4-7 with figures

4-9 and 4-10 for RRF, and table 4-8 with figures 4-11 and 4-12 for

RRE. Therefore, the following explanation of the reply ratio

relationship for the first group (RRC) will apply to all three

categories.

a. Any of the nine data points in figure 4-7 represents two

transponders on the same aircraft differing only in suppression

time. In t:his case, the difference is between the 35-microsecond

reference and the S0-microsecond suppression time.

b. The data for these points are obtained from the nine

columns in the data group of table 4-6(a). The a/c numbers in the

first and third rows of table 4-6(a) represent aircraft trans-

ponders which, in turn, are identified in table 4-5 with respect
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to a/c (aircraft) number, location, suppression time, and MTn, also

expressed as TSNSNIX(,JAC), the maximum transponder receiver sensiti-

vity for the Jth aircraft. Thus, in figure 4-7, the reply ratios
at point A correspond to the relative number of replies, in per-

cent, from transponders a/c 25 and a/c 26 of the New York aircraft

with MTLs of -77 dBm. Similarly, point B indicates a reply ratio

correspondence with respect to transponders a/c 16 and a/c 17 of

the Trenton aircraft with MTLs of -77 dBm.

c. The procedure of paragraph b is duplicated for aircraft

transponders still in the RRC mode, but whose suppression times are

now 35 and 100 microseconds respectively. The graphic presentation

for the relative reply ratios for the new combination of suppres-

sion times is shown in figure 4-8, and the reply ratio data used

for the graphic plots are obtained from table 4-6(b).

4.3.1.3 Supplementary Data for Transponders A and B

a. Run number 1 of Task A also provided data relative to the

additional requirements for Transponders A and B listed in para-

graph 4.2.1.lb(5). These data are included in table 4-9 together

with data obtained for corresponding parameters in a second run

for Transponders A and B only. The latter run was made following

a re-initialization of input conditions for the simulation model.

b. Runs numbers I and 2 of Task A also furnished the power

histograms for Transponders A and B. These histograms are in-

diLated in figures 4-13 through 4-18 for signals arriving at the

transponder receiver at power levels between -70 dBm and -40 dBm,

and in figures 4-19 through 4-24 for signals arriving at the trans-

ponder receiver at. power levels between -100 dBm and -40 dBm.

(The reason for using a dual set of power level ranges in figures

4-13 through 4-24 is given in the Note following d below.)

c. The basic histogram for each figure provides the percent-

age of valid uplink arrivals which the transponder receiver will

detect at a power level within the given power level range. The

percentage of arrivals varies as indicated in the histogram for
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values of power levels (dBm) on the abscissa. Each transponder

is monitored for the following arrivals:

(1) Percentage of valid interrogation arrivals

(2) Percentage of valid SLS arrivals

(3) Percentage of single P2 pulse arrivals.

d. Each figure has two curves, which represent runs I and 2

respectively. In two instances (figures 4-13 and 4-16) an appear-

ance of only one curve signifies that the results of the respective

runs are so close as to make the two curves essentially coincident.

Where differences in the runs are distinguishable, those portions

of run number 1 which can be identified as distinct are designated

run number I (e.g., dashed lines in figures 4-14, 4-1S, and 4-17

through 4-24).

(Note: The simulation model is programmed so that the MTL for

the simulated transponder receiver is nominally between

-69 dBm and -77 dBm. With this MI. range existent, the

histograms for figures 4-13 through 4-18 were processed

for interrogation, SLS, and single P2 pulse arrivals.

However, the requirements for the DABS investigation were

extended to include an MTL range from -100 dBm to -40 dBm.

The simulation model program was therefore modified to

permit investigation of power distribution for trans-

ponder MTLs up to -100 dBm. The resulting histograms of

figures 4-19 through 4-24 were obtained with these ex-

tended ranges for the same criteria of pulse arrivals as

noted above.)

4.3.2 Outputs for Task B

a. First- and second-miss probabilities for Transponders X,

Y, and " are given in table 4-10. The random time indicated in

the table corresponds to random time c' mentioned in paragraph

4.2.2.
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I
I

TABLE 4-10. MISS PROBABILITIES FOR TRANSPONDERS X, Y, AND Z

Transponder P (First Miss) P(Second Miss/First Miss)*

X (Philadelphia) O.OS 0.017

Y (Trenton) 0.026 0.026

Z (New York) 0.058 0.061

*For random times between DABS interrogations

b. The second-miss probability is also provided in figures

4-25, 4-26, and 4-27 for Transponders X, Y, and Z respectively.

The probability is expressed as a percentage of second misses

relative to first misses for time T from 1 to 10 milliseconds at

SO-microsecond increments.
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5, CONCLUSIONS

The environmental data generated in the course of simulation
Fruns for the tasks described in Section 4 validate the realism of

the simulation. Interrogation rates, suppression rates, and reply
ratios obtained by simulation correlate well, within allowable

measurement errors, with flight test data recorded recently by

M.I.T.'s Lincoln Laboratory*and by MITRE Corporation." Simulation

data pertaining to system performance using non-standard trans-
ponders. with extended (50-microsecond 4nd 100-microsecond), sup-

pression time: reflect the reduced reply ratios in a manner that
one would expect.

The probability of occurrence of DABS misses was found to be

sufficiently low to render ATCRBS interference nearly inconsequen-

tial. In fact, it was difficult to find an aircraft position and

altitude at which, even with maximum transponder sensitivity, the

probability of a DABS miss exceeded the six percent probability

experienced in the vicinity of New York City. Those DABS interro-

gation periods that resulted in relative.y high probabilities of

a second DABS miss are merely the periods of nearby ATCRBS inter-

rogators whose transmissions continued to interfere synchronously

with DABS interrogations once the first niss was experienced. In

this case, DABS interrogation scheduling, like current assignment
of ATCRBS interrogation repetition frequencies, will minimize this

synchronous interference phenomenon by a judicious choice of the

DABS interrogation period or by use of a randomly jittered period.

The fact that second-miss probabilities approximate the low first-

miss probabilities (both for a random DABS interrogation period

and for most of the interrogation periods plotted in figures 4-25

Quarterly Technical Summary, QTS 1 January - 30 March 197;, FAA
DABS Report FAA-RD-74-85, Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Lexington, Massachusetts, pp 22-23,
1 April 1974.

**
S.R. .ones, "livaluation of AT(:RBS Performance in an Interferencc
Environment," MITRE Technical Report MTR 6239, ashington, I.C.,
I August 1972. s-I



through 4-27) should facilitate the scheduling of DABS interroga-

tions. Moreover, potential increases in beacon interference due

to the growth of air traffic in the years ahead will be offset by

the following developments:

o Continuation of ATCRBS power reduction by the FAA and the

Military

o Future consolidation and control of military interrogator

sites

o Development of more reliable transponders

o Implementation of ATCRBS improvements.
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